





The purpose of our analysis was to gather data on suspension
manufacturers and users and to determine their market shares,
using the databases of major agricultural machinery exhibitions.
To carry out this work, we developed a methodology to examine
and analyse the databases of the four largest European agricultural
machinery exhibitions. We particularly endeavoured to
distinguish manufacturers and distributors of the machinery, and
to eliminate duplicates. The market for agricultural trailers and
machinery built on trailer superstructures is highly diverse and
complex, posing serious difficulties for evaluation and statistical
analysis of the data and for determination of actual sales figures.
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Introduction
Trailed machinery and transporters with various types of
suspension account for a large proportion of the manufacture and
sale of agricultural machinery in Europe. These trailed vehicles
cover a wide functional range: agricultural trailers, tanker trailers,
trailed fertilisers and manure spreaders, sprayers and fodder
mixing wagons. They also have many different types of
suspension: tandem, tridem, sprung, rigid, steered, etc.
About 40 companies worldwide make round balers, which
come in of various constructions and sizes. Total annual sales
have been typically between 30,000 and 35,000 units in recent
years. Round balers have the common feature of being towed and
driven by tractor. All have either a single-axle or – the versions
combined with a bale wrapper – twin or tandem axle suspensions.
The latter, owing to their weight and towing speed, which is
maximised at up to 40–50 km/h, generally require braked axles.
There are considerably fewer companies – 13 or 14 worldwide –
that make the more complicated large square balers. Europe has the
greatest concentration of production, with nine manufacturers. There
are about 3500–3700 large square balers sold annually worldwide.
More than 80 companies worldwide make sprayers. They are
made in a wide range of constructions (suspended, liftmounted,
trailed and self-propelled) and sizes. In Europe, some 55
manufactures make sprayers (field flat and axial fan, directed
nozzle, tunnel, etc.). Most of them make trailed sprayers with
single and double axle suspension, with tanks ranging in size from
1000 to 12,000 litres.
Fertiliser spreaders are also made in various constructions.
Most widespread in Europe are tractor-mounted spinning disc
types with tank capacities of between 400 and 3000 litres. Trailed
spreaders, with tank capacities of between 3500 and 10,000 litres,
are used mainly on large farms and are made in much smaller
quantities. [1, 2]
To our knowledge, there are no continental statistical surveys
regarding the distribution of this machinery, its market and the
manufacturers involved, and neither are national statistics
available in every case. In an attempt to fill this gap, we put
questions to the agricultural machinery manufacturers and traders
of each country to find answers to our questions, but our enquiries
were only partially successful. This prompted us to take a new
approach, using data available on exhibitors at the four largest
European agricultural exhibitions to survey the number of
European makers and users of suspensions, their capacities and
where possible, their market shares.
Here we present the results of systematically gathering data
from each exhibitor’s internet catalogue and carrying out analysis
and data processing over a period of several months.
2. Material and Method
Components of the research work
1. Target area: the countries of Europe (without CIS)
2. Product types:
a. Agricultural vehicles (standard trailers, tippers, trailed 
tankers, manure spreaders, forage transport wagons etc.)
b. Components by type (tridem, boogie, steerable and rigid)
3. Period:
a. 2014, 2015 and 2016 
Countries and Exhibitions covered by the project
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The first stage in the analysis was to find the relevant
companies that manufacture or use agricultural suspensions in
each country. Subsequently, we examined the databases on






From our experience, we know that these exhibitions cover
almost all the products of agricultural machinery manufacturers.
We also involved further companies in the study, mainly those in
Finland, from agricultural journals.
Figure 1. Numbers of companies/exhibitors at the exhibitions
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Table 1. The number of companies enumerated 
per country and per exhibition
Table 1. Continued
Figure 2. Method of determining relevant companies and their market shares
Table 1 shows that Agritechnica hosted the largest number of
companies (2232), followed by the Bologna/EIMA exhibition
(Italy). In third place was SIMA in Paris, and in fourth, Brno in
the Czech Republic. These figures are distorted, however, by the
large numbers of small exhibitors from the host countries. There
were 1100 Italian exhibitors at EIMA, for example, and 626
Czech companies at Brno, many of the latter being sales
operations with no manufacturing capacity.
Figure 1 shows the number of exhibitors on a pie chart.
Taking account of the international nature of the exhibitions
and the numbers of exhibitors there, the ranking is as follows:
From international agricultural journals, we examined a further
25–30 companies, bringing the total to about 5300 companies.
There were of course many repetitions among the companies
enumerated corresponding to presence at more than one exhibition.
Research methods
Figure 2 shows the methodology we developed to enumerate the
relevant companies and determine their market shares.
3. Results and Discussion
We grouped the enumerated companies by the countries listed in
the introduction and eliminated the duplicates. A total of 513
relevant companies remained. This is the number of companies
in these countries of Europe which manufacture, use and sell
agricultural suspensions. The distribution of relevant companies
by country is given in Table 2.
Table 2. Countries and relevant companies
4. Results
Determination of the market shares of major
manufacturers by product category
Most round baler machinery manufacturers are based in
Europe, and the largest number of units are made in Germany
and Italy. 
The two largest manufacturers are Claas and Krone of
Germany. They produce the largest range of types and models
and alternate in the position of European market leader. Other
large manufacturers are the Lely-Welger (German-Dutch), the
CNH Agriculture (Italian), the Kuhn (French) and the John Deere
(USA). Welger filed the first patent for a fixed-chamber baler and
is a dynamic manufacturer and developer within the Lely Group.
CNH Agriculture engages in cooperation in the manufacture of
balers. Deutz-Fahr of Germany, part of the SDF Group, also
makes balers. Kverneland, owned by Kubota, sells balers from
its Italian Gallignani baler manufacturing base under the names
Kverneland, Vicon and Kubota. Most of the remaining
manufacturers (Bergam, Ferraboli, Mascar, Maschio, Wollagri
etc.) are Italian. See Figure 3.
Figure 3. Market shares of round baler manufacturers
The design of large square balers is based on a machine
produced by Hesston (now part of AGCO) of the USA. The two
large manufacturers, Claas and Krone, dominate the market in
this product group. Claas is the outright market leader, but Krone
does not lag it in the range of types and models. Another major
manufacturer is CNH Agriculture, which markets several models
under both of its brand names, New Holland and Case IH. John
Deere recently added large square balers to its product range and
is rapidly developing new models. Previously, it sold large square
balers made by Krone.
Massey Ferguson has been marketing these products for some
time and has recently been joined by Fendt, another AGCO brand.
Kuhn also holds a 5% market share. Among the other
manufacturers are Deutz-Fahr and several Italian companies,
including Supertino and Cicoria. See Figure 4.
Square balers are also tractor-trailed. Depending on size, balers
may have single-axle suspension or twin or tandem axle braked
suspension, with balloon tyres.
Figure 4. Market shares of square baler manufacturers
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Trailed and self-propelled sprayers are dominant in agriculture
outside Europe (North and South America, Australia, etc.). About
22,000 trailed field and plantation sprayers are sold each year.
The most widespread among European small farms are tractor-
mounted sprayers of small capacities (between 400 and 1500
litres). The features of trailed sprayers are of benefit primarily to
large and commercial farms and agricultural contractors. The
largest worldwide manufacturer of trailed sprayers is the French
Exel Group, which owns two previously independent brands, one
of which – Hardi – is the clear market leader. Other large
manufacturers are Amazone, the Kubota/Kverneland Group, John
Deere, the Bargam Group, Caffini, Agrio, the plantation sprayer
companies SAE and Unigreen, and more recently Horsch and
Lemken. Damman is strong in self-propelled sprayers, but also
has a presence with trailed sprayers. See Figure 5.
Figure 5. Market shares of trailed sprayer manufacturers
In large farms outside Europe, particularly in Australia, trailed
fertiliser spreaders are in the majority. About 11,000 of them are
sold worldwide each year. Most typically, they have a tank of
between 5000 and 8000 litres capacity and single-axle braked
suspension.
Figure 6. Market shares of trailed fertiliser spreader
manufacturers
Those with larger fertiliser tanks have braked twin or tandem
axles. In Europe, Amazone of Germany is the largest
manufacturer, producing trailed single-axle fertiliser spreaders of
capacities between 5500 and 8200 litres. Other large
manufacturers are Bredal, Güstrow and the French company
Sulky, although the two Polish manufacturers UNIA and Abrzeg
also have good positions on European markets. See Figure 6.
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Figure 7. World agricultural machinery turnover 
between 2005 and 2015. [3, 4, 5]
Figure 8. Agricultural machinery turnover in EU countries 
between 2008 and 2016. [3, 6]
Global and regional agriculture machinery market trends
There are cyclical variations in agricultural machinery
manufacture. This means that the numbers of units of trailed
agricultural vehicles increases in some periods and decreases in
others [9]. Agriculture is subsidised in every country of Europe.
The cycles are to some extent due to the unequal effects of
subsidies, but also to the periodic overproduction, cutbacks and
increased demand that arise from the laws of the market [10, 11].
Overall, the market in agricultural machinery contracted by 9%
worldwide in 2015, as shown on Figure 7. The 91 billion-euro
turnover exactly matches that of 2011. The recession is clearly
perceptible.
There has been a steady contraction in the EU agricultural
machinery market over the last two or three years. This is clear
from Figure 8. In 2015, there was a decrease of 8%: the total value
of agricultural machinery sales was 23.8 billion euros that year,
compared with 26 billion in 2014. The peak was in the post-
recession years of 2012 and 2013, when the EU agricultural
machinery market swelled to 26.6 and 26.7 billion euros
respectively. The figure for 2015 was the lowest for the EU in the
period following the economic crisis of 2009–2010. [10, 11]
A good illustration of global trends in the agricultural
machinery market is world agricultural machinery production,
shown in Figure 9. Following the crisis of 2009, output grew
steeply every year until 2013; it then faltered and entered a
decreasing trend. There was stagnation until 2016, but
preliminary figures show a slightly growing in 2017.
This global trend appears with some phase lag in countries such
as Japan and the Asian countries (not including India and China).
There, machinery manufacturing continuously grows. Low world
price levels are currently being forecast for agricultural
commodities, and it can only be hoped that the machinery
manufacturing output and the agricultural machinery market will
now stabilise.
5. Conclusions and Proposals
The purpose of our analysis was to gather data on suspension
manufacturers and users and to determine their market shares,
using the databases of major agricultural machinery exhibitions.
To carry out this work, we developed a methodology to
examine and analyse the databases of the four largest European
agricultural machinery exhibitions. We particularly endeavoured
to distinguish manufacturers and distributors of the machinery,
and to eliminate duplicates.
The figures showed that German and Italian companies
dominate this sector of agricultural machinery manufacturing.
More than a hundred manufacturers in these countries incorporate
various suspensions into their products. France, the Czech
Republic, the Netherlands, Denmark, Finland, the UK, Poland
and Austria also have substantial numbers of machinery
manufacturers, but most of them serve their domestic markets and
have very small shares of the European market in finished
products.
Of the product groups under examination, those with the
highest levels of sales in terms of number of units were round
balers, trailed sprayers and fertiliser spreaders. There is also a
substantial market in large square balers, but rather than the
number of units, it is the value of machines sold that is significant.
The market for agricultural trailers and machinery built on
trailer superstructures is highly diverse and complex, posing
serious difficulties for evaluation and statistical analysis of the
data and for determination of actual sales figures [12, 13].
Consequently, although we achieved the aim of presenting
European manufacturing for this product groups, were unable to
fulfil all the objectives of our research.
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Abstract
Composting is a long-known and used process to treatment of
biodegradable (and thus recyclable) waste containing organic
materials. Here we undertake to review and analyse specific
compost types, which could be used in multifunctional way
due to the nature of mature compost or the composting
process.
Keywords
Heating energy production, biogas production, water treatment,
microbiological treatment system
1. Introduction
Composting is a microbiological process that depends on the
optimum activity of mixed populations of mesophilic and
thermophilic bacteria’s and ultimately provides a substance that
can be used for soil improvement or fertilization [1]. Compost
can be considered as an organic fertilizer which is made from
solid and liquid organic materials of animal or vegetable origin,
in directed degradation processes [2]. To successfully complete
the process, mixed “vaccine” with the composted materials
containing microorganisms (various bacteria or fungi). The
degradation process has the role of anaerobic and aerobic
microbe populations. Biodegradation of organic matter of
compost is carried out by these microorganisms (Table 1) [2].
At the end of the composting process, mature compost
production ended. That means the particles (with a size smaller
than 25 mm) contains at least of 90% by weight of the mature
compost. [3].
Due to various physical, chemical and microbiological
characteristics, the composting process produce mature compost.
These indicators are paramount importance for the process.
Sometimes these are not most ideal, so regulation required [4].
More parameters could be change easily (such as temperature,
water contaminant, diversity of microbiological species) [5].
These physical and chemical parameters have priorities during
the composting process [6]:
Table 1. The main bacterial and fungus 
species of composting processes
(Source: De Corato et al., 2018, [3])
1. Physical parameters:
– Temperature (15-70°C)
– Respiration coefficient (CO2/O2 proportion)
– Temperature–oxygen consumption (linear correlation)
– Water contaminant and temperature correlation
– Airways and porosity correlation (inverse correlation)
2. Chemical parameters:
– Proportion of water and degradable dry matter content (10:15)
– Amount of ∑ Nitrogen (0,5-2,5 %)
– Amount of ∑ Organic matters (10-25 %)
– Proportion of C and N (C/N) (10:30)
– Water soluble organic matter content (0-120 mg/g)
– CO2 production speed (30-100 ml/kg/h)
– NO3-N (0-700 ppm), and NH4-N (0-5000 ppm) contents
– pH value (5,0-8,0)
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Maintaining the conditions of composting is the most important
key issue. If all the physical, chemical and microbiological
parameters are correct, the composting process is shown in the
following sematic diagram (Figure 1) [7].
Figure 1. Tha main biochemical processes during composting
phases (Based on Wang et al., 2018, [7];
Authors own edition)
The composting process could be divided into four main phases
(initial, thermophilic, transformation and maturation phase). The
first stage is introductory-initial phase [8]. In this phase, the
mesophilic temperature range is typical. It can be traced to growth
of microbes, increasing organic acid content and the consequent
decrease in pH value. The second (thermophilic) phase begins
with a steady increasing temperature [9]. The most important at
this stage the temperature of compost rises above 50°C, and could
reach up to 70-75°C value. Another important feature of this
thermophilic phase is the partial decomposition of cellulose and
hemicellulose matters [10]. The pH value rises and reaches the
alkaline range. The thermophilic phase takes 2-5 weeks. As a
result of continuous degradation, reduced the amount of nutrient
and temperature [10][11]. At this time, the third (transformation)
phase begins, which occurs in the mesophilic temperature range
at 40-45°C value. At this stage, the lignin compounds are broken
down. As a result of a further decrease in temperature, the fourth
(maturing) phase begins. This pahse is the final composting
process. Humic substances formed into hymen fractions and
humic acids [12].
Most of the compostable substances should be suitable for
biodegradations. This can be achieved by mixing different
materials (e.g. microbial culture, semi-finished or finished
compost). The degradable material must meet the following
conditions [12], [13]:
– Humidity (40-60 %)
– Countinously oxygen demand
– Contains soluble salts (pl. FeCl3, Al) at a lower concentration
– C/N ratio
– Degradable organic matter content
– pH value (optimal: 6,0-7,5)
– Lower concentration of heavy metals
High heavy metal content has negative effect on
microorganisms because it stops their physiological processes and
changes their metabolic processes. In summary, it can be
concluded that the composting raw materials made from several
compounds, and all of them are important role during the
composting process or at the end of the composting process. The
main compounds mentioned are: starch, lignin, fructan, cellulose,
chitin, proteins, xylan, pectin and mannan [14]. 
Proper aeration of compost is one of the most important
parameters for the success of composting process. Approximately
about 0,6 m3 to 2,0 m3 of air is needed for about 1 kg of dry matter
[15]. The oxygen content in the system is necessary not only for
the degradation of organic matter, also for drying because the
moisture contents of materials approximately 55-70% [16]. One
of the most widespread variants of composting technologies is
the ‘free-air prismatic method’. The essence of the method is to
provide continuous air supply with easily degradable organic
material (e.g. straw) or regular rotation. It is a general fact that
the continuous flow of air ensured by the difference in
temperature between compost and environment [17]. In the order
of process phases, aerobic and anaerobic conditions changes. The
strong anaerobic conditions and the reduction of the amount of
easily degradable organic matter can be deduced from the
changes of compost temperature. The ratio of aeration should be
changed in the following cases in compost: aeration is essential
to regulate moisture removal or to provide aerobic and anaerobic
conditions. When monitoring the aeration process, it is important
to ensure that oxidative and reductive phases are in composting
[18].
When composting, the heat energy released during the
oxidation of organic matter ensures the energy demand of the
process, in which case the compost temperature may reach 70-
75°C [18]. The organic matter content of compost determine by
the input material flow in first composting phase. Table 2 shows
the values of the input indicators (flows) measured in different
compost types [15].
Table 2. The values of nutritional indicators 
inhabiting of each solid compost types
(Source: Pergola et al., 2017, [15])
The following composting techniques could be differentiate in
the way of oxygen input flows  [19]:
– Prismatic systems
– Mechanical or air-ventilated systems
– Bunker type composting method
– Reactor type composting method
Based on these, the most applied technologies are the follows
[19]:
– Rotating prismatic technique (open prismatic mode, most
commonly used in Hungary)
– Air conditioned prismatic version (passive or ventilated type)
– Bunker type composting 
– Reactor type method (vertical, rotary or oven version)
During the controlled composting method, the microbiological
properties of mature compost are artificially modified [20]. This
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has the advantage of providing biologically/biochemically
controlled, stable safe composting conditions, obtaining
unrestricted marketing and competitive compost with fertilizers,
which is competitive with artificial soil improvers in terms of
active ingredient content [21].
2. Methodology
The concept of multi-function composting 
technique
The main importance of our conception is the multi-functional
composting method. During the normal composting process,
alternative utilizations linked to the system, or a special compost
type is produced, which has concrete input and output material
flows, with special setting parameters. We would like to present
few special (multi-function) compost types and related
utilizations in the following.
Analysis of selected compost types and 
their utilizations
The scope of specific compost type’s use described below and
the related possibilities were analysed. We did not focus on
traditional agricultural utilization for soil improvement, so the
focus on composting and utilization of mature compost
(wastewater sludge composting - sludge reduction process,
biogas production - combined heat energy production and
utilization, and special water treatment with compost
adsorption).
3. Results and discussions
Special waste management with wastewater 
sludge composting
The amount of primary and secondary sludge, which generated
during wastewater treatment, could be reduced in several possible
ways. On each wastewater treatment plant, a part of produced
sludge recirculation realized, which means that only excess
sludge should remove from the system [22]. However, this should
be dewatered for proper storage and further treatments as it has a
high water content (~ 98%, which means it is practically liquid
sludge). Dewatering is achieved by centrifugation, drying or
gravity compression [23]. This is followed by the anaerobic
sludge stabilization phase, which is a basic condition for further
utilization [24].
Sewage sludge composting is an appropriate method for
further treatment and use of excess sludge formed during water
purification. Wastewater sludge composting may only take
place after dewatering because the high water content of
wastewater sludge would blocking the formation of mature
compost [23][25]. It is important to note that wastewater sludge
composition is special because after the biological phase of
wastewater treatment the sludge from the system contains
diverse microorganisms with high number and species [3],[25].
This is useful in the composting process so there is no need to
microbiological vaccines to produce the mature compost in
appropriate quality. Regarding the quality of compost, it is an
important requirement that all ingredients should be below the
pollution limits (listed by No. CLXXXV/2012. Law about
waste management, and No. 50/2001. (IV. 3.) Government
decree about the rules of use and placement of wastewater
sludge) (the concentration values presented by Table 3.).
Untreated or semi-treated wastewater sludge, non-ripe compost
or municipal liquid waste can not be used in agriculture
production processes [26]. 
Table 3. Limited concentrations of toxic elements 
in wastewater sludge composts 
(in unit of mg/kg dry matter)
(Source: No. 50/2001 (IV. 3.) Government decree)
Sludge composts can be considered as special compost
varieties because they could be used for agricultural production
to improve soil parameters, better yields and significantly
improve the composition and activity of soil microbiological
community [20][27]. The compost components of wastewater
sludge complies with the active substance content of the
fertilizers, while being environmentally friendly and economical
as the compost raw material is accessible to any wastewater
treatment plant [28].
The wastewater sludge composting process can be studied from
a circularly economic point of view also. The fermentation
residue can be transformed into suitable materials for agricultural
use by appropriate biological procedures, with a cycle time of 60
up to 90 days. This enables the utilization of wastewater sludge,
the raw materials can be returned to the biochemical circulation
through the soil, and the costs of dumping and storing wastewater
sludges as waste could be reduced also [29].  This is the basic
condition of biological directed composting technique using. That
means we could control the flora of the compost microorganisms
of the wastewater sludge and influence its species and numbers
[30]. The communities originally present in wastewater sludge,
the species associated with lignocelluloses (mushrooms, molds,
polyphagous parasites), and the spores in the air blast ventilation.
Their proportions should be properly adjusted, as spores (e.g.
beetroot) and mold species can also cause damage to compost soil
remediation [31]. 
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Biogas and combined heating energy production
The biogas production associated with composting is typically
carried out in wastewater treatment plants, but there are also
known residential and biogas production. The latter is only
tangentially concerned, because the gas thus produced cannot be
regarded as biogas in the conventional sense, as it does not meet
biogas requirements for supply to the natural gas pipeline system
either in terms of composition or in terms of quality. Typically,
communal biogas is a small-scale home-use gas that can be used
to heat a farm or a garden house [32].
The untreated biogas contains the highest proportion of
methane (about 40-45%), which is an energetically usable part of
the generated biogas. In addition, large amounts of carbon dioxide
(roughly 20%) are generated, which cause problems with the
input of biogas into the natural gas pipeline system and energy
loss [32]. 
Figure 2 shows the economic-social and environmental impact
of biogas production. The resulting biogas is suitable for many
utilizations. Primarily due to methane content, direct energy use
can be considered, but indirect use and impact can also be
reflected in the socio-economic and natural environment [33].
With regard to the social segment, it can be stated that direct use
of untreated biogas can be used directly for communal use, but
due to the relative high carbon content the calorific value will be
reduced and the risk of accidents will increase. Definitely
recommended that whole of the produced biogas must be cleaned
before using [32][33]. 
Figure 2. Impacts of biogas production on the
social-economic and ecosystem fields
Source: Meng et al., 2018 [33]
In the maturation phase of the composting process, when the
compost temperature reaches 70oC, a recoverable amount of heat
is generated. For plants with open prism composting technology,
composting parameters can be monitored by regular control
measurements to determine the maximum temperature value.
This can be inferred from the achievement of the mature compost
phase, which can be defined by a parameter decrease following
the maximum temperature reach [33], [34].
Waste recycling in the form of innovative organic fertilizers
and composts - The practical implementation of the circular
economic approach
The proportion of bio-chemical recyclable waste in Europe
increasing. However, in spite of high organic matter content, the
ratio of recycled waste is still below the desired level (at least
65% would be the ideal rate for recycling and a 10% reduction in
the amount of waste to be deposited in landfills) [35]. 
The European Commission declared the "Manure regulation"
in 2016, which will increase the proportion of recycled waste
amount (No. 2016/157. COM decree) [15]. The Regulation will
apply to organic fertilizers, so composts and various fermentation
residues (e.g. biogas for plant residues). The organic fertilizer
using could increase by re-utilizing (composting) bio-waste [35]. 
Under the Regulation, it has made it possible to utilize
secondary raw materials in order to realize more efficient raw
material use, and the regulation increases resource efficiency and
reduces import dependence on organic (organic matter-bound)
phosphorus.
The indirect effect of the Regulation is that contributes to the
classification of organic fertilizers (composts) under a single
system of limit values since uniformity of phosphorus, nitrogen
and cadmium limits can be effectively influenced by soil
composition and the mobility factor for each element
[15][26][34][35]. 
The transition from fertilizer production to the production of
organic manures provides a conceptual framework for
understanding the parts of bio-waste management in the circular
economic concept. This economic strategy can be reconciled with
the idea that a product with added value after the biological
treatment of wastes can be produced, and thus some degree of
modification of waste streams is possible [35]. 
4. Conclusions
Multifunctional composting has become a common practice
today. During the composting process, or after the phase of the
mature compost, alternative utilization options seems to be
available based on the quality properties of the compost.
Combined thermal energy production and biogas production are
the most commonly used multifunctional utilizations today.
Sludge, as special liquid medium, are suitable for producing
compost so that biochemical materials can be returned to the
material flow, reducing the volume of waste production. The
circular economic concept also appears in composting. The
modification of the waste flow with a quantitative reduction has
become available with the realization of the economic
competitive advantage based on the biodegradation of waste. 
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In our study, we dealt with the agricultural materials and waste
to which the pyrolisis process is applicable, as part of a CHP
pyrolisis power plant. We introduce the processes of planning,
actualisation, and preceding experiments. We finish the study
with introducing the experiences gathered from analysing the
designed and manufactured prototype machinery. We hope that
the solution will be in good service to the decentralised energy
supply of rural and agricultural areas, and its usage will offer jobs
and a source of income for both entrepreneurships and civilian
population.
Keywords
pyrolisis, CHP power plant, heat disintegration, fixed bed
generator, efficiency of pyrolisis
1. Introduction
Usability of biomass
In Hungary, plant production binds three times as much atomic
carbon and energy as the total amount of energy resources
produced in the country. However, this plant product is only
partially exploited as foodstuffs, fodder, or industrial materials.
The part we do not use (energy plants, by-products, waste) are
used either for soil resupplying or energy production. The amount
theoretically usable for energetics is about 9-10 million tonnes
annually. We could use this to produce an annual 60-70 PJ heat
energy from this amount, even if we consider a 50% efficiency,
dried to 12-15% moisture.




– fermentation using methane (biogas),
– plant oil and spirit manufacturing as engine fuel (ethanol,
methyl ester) 
Of the four possibilities, agricultural production is served best
by methane fermentation. This is due to getting quality bio-
fertiliser, apart from the produced gas with 23-25 MJ/m3 heat
energy. This helps us with an environmentally friendly realisation
of soil resupplying [1-5].
Biomass can be categorised from the perspective of energy
technology into the following three groups [6]: 
– PRIMARY (wood, woody and herbaceous plants, produce,
nuts, buds, etc.)
– SECONDARY (animal by-products, fertiliser, other wastes, etc.)
– TERTIARY (foodstuffs waste, animal carcasses, waste from
the abattoir, wastewater from water treating plants, etc. often
categorised into secondary).
Biomass can be transformed into heat energy with a high
efficiency, and although with a lower efficiency, may become
electricity as well. The joint production of heat and electric energy
(CHP) is the most advantageous. In larger power plants, this can
produce good efficiency, however, the heat produced is rarely
used. When the travel distance to large power plants increase
(transportation energy), efficiency is further worsened [7]. 
Energy used for production is especially high for so-called
energy plants' (plantations) materials produced for energetics
usage (f. e. manufacturing hard combustion pellet from
herbaceous plant biomass - hay). This efficiency is usually
marked with the OUTPUT / INPUT (O/I) ratio. This means that
they compare the chemically bound energy content to the total
energy requirement of production and preparation before usage.
In the case of traditional firewood, this ratio can be considered
an advantageous 8-10:1 when naturally dried and processed into
logs, however, even this can be worsened by up to 2-3 if transport
distance is large. In cases where both production and pellet
manufacturing are done, this decreases until less than 2:1 [4]. 
The CHP power plant usage seems to be a promising new
technological solution, as the machinery can be installed directly
next to the area of production, and there are a multitude of options
for heat usage as well [8]. 
The pyrolisis power plant, which is the focus of the study,
decentralises energy production in reality. This offers a good
opportunity for local employment (keeping the local
neighbourhood intact), and monetary resources coming from this
also serve the town [9]. 
The wooden gas power plant designed by SZIE GEK and CSŐ-
MONTAGE Co. Ltd. abides by all the aforementioned
requirements. The electric performance (100 kW) can be used for
satisfying local (small enterprise) demands, but may be used by
linking to the power grid (cooperation) as well.
2. Description of the pyrolisis process 
Gasification process
During gasification, the heating material goes through various
physical and chemical changes. The fuel placed into the gas
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generator starts to dry at first using the heat from burning gases,
then further heating causes the pyrolisation. This process releases
water vapour, carbon-dioxide, hydrogen, heavy carbon-hydrogen
variants, mainly ethylene, methane, carbon-monoxide, tar
vapours, vinegar acid, methyl alcohol, nitrogen, ammonia, and
sulphur-hydrogen variants [1, 7]. During the gasification of
wooden heating materials, a significant amount of vinegar acid,
methyl alcohol and carbon-dioxide are produced. After the
process of gasification, the remaining coke and oxygen produce
the so-called illuminating gas [9-11]. Gases in this category mix
and result in generator gas. Many processes are used, of which
the one that fits our purposes the most, the so-called top-fill
bottom-airflow countercurrent system was chosen [12, 13].
Within the system, processes concluding in the gasification
tank can be separated into zones (Figure 1):
– Drying zone (60- 180 °C)
– Carbonisation (pyrolisis) zone (180- 600 °C)
– Oxidation (combustion) zone (1000- 1250 °C)
– Reduction zone (1000-800 °C)
– Ash zone
Figure 1. Schematics for the so-called top-fill bottom-airflow
countercurrent system
In the reduction zone important for gas quality, the non-
combustible pyrolisis gases and non-combustible carbon-dioxide
and water is guided through the sizzling coal found in the lower
layer [14]. At this place, coal causes further chemical reactions
to reduce them.
– C+CO2=2CO (-164,9 MJ⁄kg  mol)
– C+H2 O=CO+H2 (-122,6  MJ⁄kg  mol)
– CO+H2 O=CO2+H2 (+42  MJ⁄kg  mol)
– C+2H2=CH4 (+75 MJ⁄kg  mol)
– CO2+H2=CO+ H2O (-42,3 MJ⁄kg  mol) 
In this zone, endothermal processes drain heat from the
environment, and if the ideal temperature of 800-1000 °C is not
met, the quality of produced gas will be lowered [15]. Carbon-
hydrogen variants are released at an average of 800 °C, and gases
combust visibly with the entrance of the secondary airflow into
the combustion bed.
Notable requirements for pyrolisis
– Produced generator gas needs to have a high heating
coefficient, meaning it needs to have a high content of
combustible gases - in the case of H2 and CO. contents of 25%
moisture content heating material, acceptable heating
coefficient if around 3500-5000 kJ/Nm3
– In order to protect the durability of engines, the tar content of
the produced gas cannot exceed  0,05g/Nm3
– The coal input that accompanied the fuel (>95%) has to fully
combust, which assures the advantageous efficiency of the
whole process (70-80%)
– The fuel has to flow downwards without inhibition
– The system needs a low pressure drop (in the gas generator and
attached parts as well) 
– The system has to react to changing the loads according to the
network's requirements.
Notable requirements for fuel
– High energy contents
– Low moisture content
– High volatile matter content
– Low amount of ash
– Good reaction capability
– High density 
– Good carbonisation attributes
– The grain size of input material (fragmentation, etc.). 
Energy contents is basically the same as heating efficiency /
coefficient. Moisture content is important for gasification, as it
results in combustible gases. However, when beyond a certain
level, it will decrease the efficiency of the gas generator. This is
caused by water being in a bound form inside it, which can only
be removed by either drying or evaporation. Drying removes heat
from the process, which also means energy loss [16]. The
moisture content of freshly harvested wood is ~50-60%, which
needs about a year to decrease to 25-30%, even with
advantageous log size, and drying under roof in open air. A
moisture content of 14-30% for wood materials and other biomass
usable in gas generators is advantageous.
3. Analyses before planning and actualisation
We analysed the attributes of material pelletised and chopped to
various sizes. If the group has no significant - disadvantageous
for the process - impurities within it (such as sawdust, soil, bark
waste, etc.), the flow resistance is decreased with increasing
fraction size to f. e. 25-100 mm, which hastens the process.
The various materials were carbonised in an inert (nitrogen)
context, to obtain information on the estimated gas yield. The
heating efficiency of these gases was also determined, and our
resulting values are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. Energy content of gases from carbonisation
The base moisture content for all materials was between 14-
15%, and their heating efficiency for dry material was between
18
11-19 MJ/kg. The highest heating efficiency was produced by
poplar waste.
During carbonisation in inert gases, mass changes were also
measured among different temperatures using a precision scale.
We introduce such changes on Figure 2.
Usually, lower temperatures yielded more remaining materials
(carbon, and other materials that cannot be subject to pyrolisis).
Therefore, by increasing the temperature of pyrolisis, remaining
materials lessen, meaning the samples "burn out" more [17].
On low temperature, the highest amount of remaining material
resulted for soil-contaminated wooden waste, which may be due
to how this sample also had much more, harder to combust
materials as well, which can't be combusted on 400oC. A similar
case happened for cut roots, which had significant amounts of
soil.
Between hay, agri- and corn stem pellets, there was no
significant difference of carbonisation speed on 400 and 600oC.
However, in cases of lower temperatures, there was always a
higher difference. If latter materials are compared to pine waste
and pellet made out of it, we will always result in faster
carbonisation.
For hay and cane variants, there was difference in intensity of
carbonisation, but the decomposition of remaining materials is
also faster on lower temperatures.
This phenomenon may be due to the ligno-cellulose content
(according to literature sources as well), and the temperature
interval of their decomposition, which is intensive between 
400 – 500°C. 
After multiple analyses conducted with materials not listed
here, and trials of ash decomposition, we conducted the designing
phase of the machinery.
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Figure 2. Mass change intensity of materials in inert 
gas between 400 and 1000°C
4. The planned system
(GG-100 wooden gas generator example's characteristics)
The system is a so-called multiphase fixed bed solution, which
separates the thermo-chemical transformation process into
multiple parts using separate reaction zones into partial processes
(drying, pyrolisis, oxidation, reduction). This makes the whole
process easier to regulate (Figure 3). Therefore, the system can
produce quality generator gas.
The freed energy is used to sustain the endothermal reduction
process of the pyrolisis that happens with coke, thus reducing said
coke (or coal) into generator gas, via the partial oxidation's
resulting gaseous by-products.
Most of the energy of the high heat-content gas exiting the gas
generator can be reclaimed by drying the fuel. The oxidation
airflow is fed into the reactor after pre-heating it to 250ºC in the
heat exchanger next to the input area, which also increases the
efficiency of the system.
The system consists of five main parts
I. Fuel system
– fuel (biomass waste) container,
– fuel dredging system,
– fuel drier,
– collector, elevator system.
II. Gas generator
– fuel input floodgates,
– combustion airflow system,
– hot air ignition grate, 
– ash disperser.









– heat usage system (smoke gas– and engine - water. oil – heat
exchangers)
V. Electronic operation system
– material input, temperature control of gas generator, gas quality
(purifiers), gas temperature and pressure control
– gas generator, gas engine and electric generator controls
– management of aforementioned systems, cooperation with the
electric grid.
– The entire control system is placed in the control technology
container (with the visualisation of data, and the option of local
intervention).
Structure of the system
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Figure 3. Schematics of the system, name of components
(1) fuel container and drier machine, expulsion machine (TT), (2) transport lane, 
(3) feeder (floodgates), (4) fuel pulley, (5) wood gasification generator (GG), (6) airflow, electric ignition, 
(7) gas torch, (8) ash separator, ash disperser, (9) heat exchanger, (10) gas purification filter, gas purifier (P and M), 
(11) pressuriser, (12) gas engine's expulsor heat exchanger (gas / water, heating and / or HMV), 
(13) electric generator (G), (14) ash separated in the purifier, (15) electric grid connection, 
(16) gas engine (GM), (17) engine heat waste heat exchanger (heating and / or HMV)
The reactor-side part of the system's example can
be seen on Figure 4. 
Figure 4. Fuel (1), input floodgates (2), pulley (3), 
input into reactor space (4), dual-layer reactor (5), 
floating input (6), gas / air heat exchanger (7), 
dry dust filter (8), gas feed into gas engine (9),
gas torch (10).
Figure 5. Turbo load gas engine (1), turbo injector (2) 
electric generator (3), pressure valve (4) 
heat exchangers of engine waste (5)
The generator gas has to be filtered to 0,5 micron
softness before it goes into the gas engine. The
maximum permissible dust content is 50 mg/Nm3.
The generator gas is 90-150°C when going from the
heat exchanger to the gas filter, where it collides into
a Nomex filtering bag with the dimensions of 1000
and 1200 mm. Following this, we also need to remove
the volatile components, and those that dilute in water
as well, which happens in a water purifier. The
purified gas is fed to the turbo load gas engine via a
pressuriser.
(Made by LIEBHERR) This is integrated into the
electric generator (Figure 5).
The GAS ENGINE is four-cycle, six-cylinder,
watercooled, sequential. The turbo loader
operating with exhaust gas inputs the mixture
under pressure.
System operation, communication
Within the operation and communication system,
there are two sub-PLC systems and a main PLC
system (made by UNITRONICS), connected to each
other on a CAN bus, using a UNICAN protocol. The
master PLC system has RS232, RS485, CAN and
ETHERNET communication protocols installed.
Local and internet overseeing connects to the control
centre via the ETHERNET port, but its operations are
unrelated to that of communications necessary for the
system.
The roles of the three-sided PLC group: 
PLC1 tasks:
–visual representation of the system (Figure 6),
–regulation, controlling,
–generating and managing technical and electric
protection protocols, 
–error management, logging,
–communication with PLC2 and PLC3,
–local and web overseeing, 
–network connection with EID-EP.
PLC2 tasks:
–normal operation of gas engine,




–technical and electric protection protocols of gas
engine,
–gas fuel system regulation.
PLC3 management and overseeing tasks:
–pre-drier,
–fuel input floodgates, 





–units of dry filter and wet purifier, etc.
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Figure 6. Information manual management interface shown in PLC1 (fuel system, gas generator, gas engine 
operation parameters and necessary management appliances included)
5. System analysis, results
We measured the energetic parameters of the system after the
complete "heating". We precisely described the grain constitution
of the input material (in accordance with relevant standards),
similarly to its moisture content, heating coefficient, the
temperature values within the gas generator, the gas temperature,
gas composition, etc.
Due to the pre-heated air in the system, the oxidation zone has
a higher temperature, and cracking the long carbon chain of tar
also happens (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Tar content in light of preheated airflow effects
Table 2. Temperatures of the 
experimental 
Table 3. Performance measurements 
of the experimental device
The fuel consumption of the system is 13 MJ/kg heat
performance, 25% moisture content biomass waste, with at most
1,5% ash content. The fuel requirement for an hour if moisture
content of the waste is 25% (for dry material) is 108 kg.
Figure 8. Percentage of performance values for 
experimental device
In our experimental device, we used 1kg of biomass to produce
2,5 m3 wood gas, which had an average of 5,35 MJ/m3 heating
efficiency (when the heat efficiency of the dry wood used for the
experiments was 18 MJ/kg).Cold efficiency of the gas generator:
Where:
– Hagas : Heating coefficient of generator gas [kJ/mn3]
– qgas : Volume flow of generator gas [mn3/h]
– Hah: Heating coefficient of average fuel [kJ/kg]
– qfm: Fuel mass flow [kg/h]
Finally, by using the pyrolisis generator, we were able to make
an efficient CHP power plant system, where in the case of 18-
19% moisture content hardwood waste (12-45cm):
– Total efficiency for electricity is: 28,4-28,9% (~29%).
– CHP efficiency is: ~75%,
σ= 0,63 after "lab measurements".
6. Operation conditions
The system links into a mid-voltage grid, and cooperates with it,
but the transportation of electricity at the point of intersection is
one-way, it can only draw.
The machinery is placed in a facility processing woodwork
waste, where top electricity consumption is around 124 kW. The
main machines responsible for consumption are the shredder,
pellet maker and bricket maker machines that describe the
facility's profile.
On the electric intersection point, there's an EID-EP unit from
the EuroProt+ Smart series, made by PROTECTA Co. Ltd. This
offers a solution for protecting free cable and cable systems on
the grid, for both civilian and industrial use. This means that (in
its current place) the facility draws 24 kW performance from the
grid for TDP, however, when the demand is lower, the operation
of the power plant cooperating with the EID-EP stops the
drawing, and feeds demand back to the gas generator. The highest
rate of this process - without significantly debilitating efficiency
- is ~50%. Demand below this only happens during 20% of the
facility's time in operation. Currently, the machinery don't operate
on Saturdays and Sundays.
We wish to make the machinery operate around the clock. This
requires that we construct a two-part fuel container unit that's
larger in size. One part contains the dry fuel, another the wet fuel.
On weekends, the gas generator of the machinery can keep
operating, if the gas produced is combusted, and its heat energy
is used in the larger thermo-ventilator installed at the pre-drier
(meaning it's used for pre-drying its own fuel).
Conclusions
According to our goals, we were able to create a pyrolisis power
plant of CHP 100kWpe , which can be used to process woodwork
waste and agricultural solid biomass (f. e. by-products) for
energetics purposes. The solution is exceptionally good for
sustaining rural SMEs as an energy supply. They can employ part-
timers for the system's heat production, but it can also be used
well as an energy supply unit for small factories needing
electricity and heat energy. Using this machinery, materials
produced in the direct neighbourhood of rural areas can be used.
The collection and processing of said materials can also mean
more workplaces. We can exploit areas only usable for producing
energy plants, the environment becomes more refined, and the
gains also serve the locals, increasing the capability of rural areas
to keep inhabitants.
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Non-destructive quality parameter determination of agricultural
produce is the latest technological trend in agricultural metrology.
This study tends to establish the use of electrical potential values
to determine moisture content of sorghum grains at certain current
frequency range. Electrical potential values of sorghum grains at
10, 13, 16, 19 and 22% db were measured using a circuit
arrangement consisting of functional generator, grain sample
holder and oscilloscope. These measure grains were carried out
at current frequencies of 1, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 kHz using
three (white, red and yellow) varieties of sorghum. Measured
values obtained across all varieties ranges from – 0.2  to -14.36
volts. Statistic analysis carried out on these data shows that
moisture, current frequency and variety with their interactions
has significant effect at p≤0.05 on electrical potential. The study
also shows that Behavioral trend between moisture and electrical
potential are more visible at current frequency range of 1000 to
1500 kHz in all varieties. Regression equations were developed
to predict moisture using electrical potential values.
Keywords
moisture, current frequency, sorghum, variety, electrical
potentials
1. Introduction
Sorghum (Sorghum bicolour (L.) Moench) is an indigenous crop
to Africa, and though commercial needs and uses may change
over time, sorghum will remain a basic staple food for many rural
communities. Sorghum belongs to the grass family Graminea [1].
According to Kimber [2] Sorghum is a cultivated tropical cereal
grass. It is generally, although not universally, considered to have
first been domesticated in North Africa, possibly in the Nile or
Ethiopian regions as recently as 1000 BC. Today, sorghum is
cultivated across the world in the warmer climatic areas. It is
quantitatively the world’s fifth largest most important cereal
grain, after wheat, maize, rice and barley. World annual sorghum
production is over 60 million tonnes, of which Africa produces
about 20 million tonnes. Oluwakemi and Omodele [3] reported
that the highest producer of sorghum USA produces 10.400,000
metric tonnes alone while Nigeria produces 6,300,000 metric
tonnes making it the highest in Africa and the third highest in the
world.
Electrical properties of agricultural products are very important
attributes of the products to be noted by Engineers, scientists and
farmers in order to understand the behaviour of these products
around electrical field [4]. These properties include: Electrical
potential (Voltage), resistance, resistivity, conductance,
conductivity, capacitance, dielectric constant, Permittivity,
impudence, capacitance reactant etc. These properties can also be
used to predict, determine, measure and preserve the quality of
agricultural products and its environments. Other importance of
electrical properties to agricultural products includes: drying,
ohmic heating, bio-sensing (in instrumentation, processing,
harvesting, grading, storage and environmental control),
automation and robotization of agricultural operations [5-8].
Electrical potential (Voltage) is measures in Joules/Coulomb,
or Volts. It is the energy per unit charge required to transport any
electric charge in the electric field from one sport to another. It is
a scalar quantity with no direction and said to be a property of
the source charges. Knowledge of electrical potentials is used in
batteries and capacitors. Electrical potential can also be called
electrical potential difference [9]. Electrical potential can also be
related theoretically with electrical potential energy, electrical
work done and electrical field (see equation 1-4).
Where ΔV is electrical potential in volts, V2 is voltage at point
2, V1 is voltage at point 1, ΔU is electrical potential energy in
Joules, q is electric charge in coulomb, W is electrical work done
in joules, E is the electric field in Newton/ coulomb and S is
distance in meters.
Most researches that pass electrical current through agricultural
seeds and measure the voltage used it to correlate with the seeds
germinating power and plant growth [9-13]. This research wants
to look at electrical voltage through sorghum in order to develop
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moisture content measuring equipment using electrical potential.
Although other researchers have developed moisture meters using
other electrical properties like resistance, conductance and
dielectric properties. It is always cheaper to use direct voltage
measurement.
The objective of this research is to study the effect of moisture
and current frequency on electrical potential of some sorghum
varieties, with and intend of using these information to develop a
grain moisture meter. To also generate regression equations
relating moisture content to electrical potential.
2. Material and Methods
Sample
Sorghum (Sorghum bicolour (L.) Moench varieties that were
considered in this study are; NGB 01907 (red sorghum), NGB
01589 (White sorghum), NGB 01227(yellow sorghum). Samples
were acquired at the National Center for Genetic Resources and
Biotechnology (NACGRAB), Ibadan, Nigeria. The samples were
divided into their respective varieties and their moisture cotent
determined according to ASAE standard [14]. The samples were
then conditioned as described by Sangamithra et al [15] to 10, 13,
16, 19 and 22% db.
Determination of Electrical potential
Grain samples were poured into constructed grain sample holder
shown in Figure 1. Sample holder was connected to the complete
circuit for the measurement as shown in Figure 2. The circuit is
made up of a functional generator, Digital Oscilloscope, sample
holder and connecting wires. Input and output voltage readings
from the oscilloscope were used to calculate the electrical
potential using equation 5. Current frequency ranges used in this
research were 1, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 kHz. All readings
were replicated three times.
Statistic Analysis
A univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done on the data
collected from the experiment using SPSS software version 21.
Means separation was carried out using Turkey HSD test.




Figure 1. Grain Sample holder
Figure 2. Circuit diagram for measuring Electrical potential
3. Results and Discussion
Mean values obtained for electrical potentials after experimentation
are shown in table 1. These values are obtained at a current
frequency range 0f 1 – 2000 kHz. All electrical potential values
obtained in this study had a negative sign. This shows that sorghum
like other agricultural grains offer resistance to electrical currents.
Similar observation had been reported by Oluwakemi and Omodele
[3], Burubai [16], Kardjilova et al. [17] Shyam et al. [18], Moisés
and Marcos [19] and Hlaváčová Z. [20],
For NGB 01589 variety electrical potential values obtained
ranges from - 0.2 to – 14.767 volts. The electrical potential trend
in this variety show, that it had low values at higher moisture
content and high values at lower moisture content across all
current frequencies. This occurrence may be due to the fact that
water molecules form ions when electric current pass through it
therefore carrying electric current faster between sorghum grain
surfaces. The faster the electric current moves through the grains,
the lower the electrical potentials. Also Physical examination of
data from this variety show, that increasing current frequency
within the frequency range of study does not increase or reduce
the electrical potential. The trend has a sinusoidal behaviour. It
shows that increasing the current frequency from 1 – 500 kHz,
produces almost the same electrical potential as increasing it from
1000 – 2000 kHz. This Phenomenon could be because at certain
current frequency the molecular ions carrying electrical charges
had reached their excitement peak and then it begins to lose this
excitement caused by current frequency. Among individual
current frequency used in this study, only 1000 and 1500 kHz
shows a steady pattern. This pattern shows that increase in
moisture content produces decrease in electrical potential values.
These two current frequencies range are the recommended
frequencies range to be used to measure moisture content when
using electrical potential values for this variety.
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Table 1. Mean Results showing the effect of Moisture, current frequency and 
Variety on electrical potential (Δv)
The values obtained for NGB 01907 variety ranges from -3 to
-14.36 volts. The electrical potential trends for increase in
moisture show a wave like fluctuations along their paths. This
behaviour could be because of the cellular structural arrangement
or the present of colour pigment found in this variety. Low
potential values are found within 13% moisture content. Below
or above this moisture level the electrical potential value
increases. This could be due to the fact that, this is the point where
tightly held water molecule in the grains cells can be allowed to
flow. Increase in current frequency increase the electrical
potential of this variety. This occur because increase in current
frequency the increases the excitements of water molecules
causing to collusion among molecules therefore hinder current
flow and reduce electrical potentials. For this variety any current
frequency used produced similar behavioral trend on moisture.
Electrical potential values obtained in this study for NGB
01227 variety ranges from – 8.36 to – 13.64 volts. Data trend
shows that increase in moisture show a wave like fluctuations
along their paths. This behaviour could be because of the present
of colour pigment found in this variety. Also increase in current
frequency shows similar behaviour to that of NGB 01907. Low
potential values are found within 19% moisture content. This
occurs due to the same reason as that of NGB 01907 too.
Analysis of variance done for data of electrical potential
displayed in table 2 shows that the choice of analysis (corrected
model) is significant at p≤0.05. This analysis also shows that all
factors considered in this study and all its interactions were all
significant at p≤0.05. Tukey HSD mean separation done shows
that all levels of the three factors considered (Moisture, current
frequency and variety) were statistical different from each others.
This is an important factor to be considered when developing
instrument that will be used to measure moisture level of sorghum
grains use electrical potential values.
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Table 2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for electrical potential of sorghum
Regression analyses done for the three varieties are shown in Figure 3/A/B/C. The regression equations developed are:
NGB 01589
M - 82.866 – 36.329 (ΔV) – 3.6326 (ΔV)2  - 0.1043(ΔV)3   [R2 = 0.9616] (6)
Figure 3/A. Graph of regression of moisture content on electrical potential
NGB 01907
M = -1348.6 - 393.93(ΔV) – 37.226(ΔV)2 – 1.1527(ΔV)3    [R2 = 0.8885] (7)
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NGB 01227
M = -1910.4 - 547.9(ΔV) – 51.477(ΔV)2 – 1.5975(ΔV)3     [R2 = 0.572] (8)
Figure 3/B. Graph of regression of moisture content on electrical potential
Figure 3/C. Graph of regression of moisture content on electrical potential
Figure 4. Graphical representation of all three factors (Moisture, current frequencies 
and variety) and electrical potential
An interaction graph between all factors and their interaction
with the values of electrical potential are displayed in Figure 4.
It shows that for NGB 01589 variety interactions occur between
almost all moisture levels except 19% which has interaction only
between 22%. For NGB 01907 variety interaction took place only
between 16 and 10%.  Interactions in NGB 01227 variety take
place only between 10, 16 and 22%.
4. Conclusion
The following conclusion were drawn from this study
– Moisture, current frequency and variety with their interactions
has significant effect at p≤0.05 on electrical potential of
sorghum grains 
– Behavioral trend between moisture and electrical potential are
more visible at current frequency range of 1000 to 1500 kHz
in all varieties
– Regressions equations developed shows that electrical potential
values can be used to predict moisture of sorghum grains.
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Abstract
Operator’s workplace design takes a priority to be developed to
increase the level of Quality, Safety and productivity. The multi-
tasking vehicles industry design and development process
requires dependable and deterministic measures to decide about
the tools and equipment in which the new enhancement is ensured
to be valuable and reliable using the state-of-the-art engineering
solutions. This research is made based on literature of the
accumulated knowledge from different studies and analysis are
made to provide the necessary input for Human Centred Design
process. The results of this research are demonstrating the change
on operator’s focusing scheme inside a multi-tasking off-road
vehicle along working hours for the attached tool for the multi-
tasking vehicle.
Keywords
off-road vehicle, measuring operator’s focusing scheme, eye
tracking, lining operation.
1. Introduction
Human-centred-design approach is considered one of the most
effective factors enhancing the productivity of vehicles used in
the industrial and agricultural fields. The development of
operator’s workstation needs to be based on deterministic data
which is validated, verified and dependable.
Due to the operational nature of multi-tasking off-road vehicles,
operators need to spend long working hours; which increases the
level of mental workload leading to human error. ‘Li and
Haslegrave [1] introduced similar conclusion of which the vehicle
design should be human oriented in order to maximize comfort
and ability to perform the driving task perfectly and safely by
reducing the human error possibilities’. Nowadays more and
more agricultural machines are equipped with continuous
measurement sensors e.g. measurement of soil resistance [2] to
have more exact information on energy demand. This means that
the driver attention is split by many signals.
Operating an off-road vehicle is a complex task, requiring a
concurrent execution of various cognitive, physical, sensory and
psychomotor skills [3], additionally to control attached tools to
perform in-field productive tasks such as agricultural and
industrial operations. Ensuring the comfortable ride is considered
essential for any vehicle, as well as executing happily and safely
requested operational tasks, to that end; the driver ergonomics
comes to play as considered as an important parameter that can’t
be neglected in the design phase of the vehicle [4].
Tractors are companions for many agriculture workers. Well-
designed human – tractor interfaces, such as well-accommodated
tractor operator enclosures can enhance operations productivity,
comfort and safety [4-7].
Many studies have been carried on finding preferred locations
of in certain types of tractor controls [8], moreover; emphasizing
how critical is the placement of controls in some tractors stating
that; it actually creates an impediment to body movement [4].
When we are talking about automation, it is a general aim to
improve comfort and safety [9-13], additionally, it is stated that,
in the automated driving condition, driver responses to the safety
critical events were slower, especially when engaged in a non-
driving task. At the same time in their paper – dealing with driver
visual attention ‘Louw & Merat [14] reached a conclusion shows
that the drivers’ understanding of the automated system increases
as time progressed, and that scenarios which encourage driver
gaze towards the road centre are more likely to increase situation
awareness during high levels of automation’.
Generating dependable and deterministic data representing
human behaviours inside the workplace using validated method
will be beneficial for enhancing current cabin designs as well as
the future cabin designs.
This research scope is studying operator’s focusing scheme,
which is one of the most beneficial behaviours to be recognized
inside the tractor’s cabin using the state of the art engineering
solutions to obtain useful results to be considered in the
improvement of tractor’s cabin design (i.e. upgrading notification
system inside the tractor’s cabin and allocating new equipment
or components inside the tractor’s cabin). In addition to
enhancing the operation’s work procedures design to increase the
productivity of a specific agricultural operation (i.e. break time
scheduling).
Driving is not only a physical task but also visual and mental
tasks [15]. The eyes of a driver are indispensable in performing
visual tasks such as scanning the road, and monitoring in-vehicle
devices. Mental tasks are important during driving, and include
such factors as understanding vehicle dynamics, making
situation-dependent decisions, and judging time/space
relationships [16-19] were examined the eye-related measures of
drivers’ mental workload. The mental workload could be defined
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as the relation between demands resulted from various tasks to
be performed on the operator and his ability to fulfil; with
satisfactory; these demands Described those demands as
multidimensional, as it involves tasks, operator and system
demands together with other factors [20]. Moreover; the studies
showed that the need for well fitted architectural space to the
operator’s dimensions is considered crucial. Additionally; the
mental workload level is found to be increasing with the time
passing [21].
For this research, we focus on measuring the focusing scheme
of the operator inside the tractor cabin in the lining operation
showing by durations the time spent by the operator focusing on
selected areas of interest and its change along working hours.
A study conducted in 2015 by Gonçalves and Bengler [22]
claims that Highly Automated Driving (HAD) will be
commercially available in a near feature, yet human factors issues
like the influence of driver state can have a critical impact in the
success of this driving paradigm and in road and field safety. It is
very likely that Driver State Monitoring Systems (DSMS) will
play a bigger role than they have played so far.
However, with this new driving paradigm shift is important to
select highlight what is transferable from the previous systems.
Due to lack of driving task engagement, driving performance
metrics are no longer viable, creating opportunities for other
approaches like detecting non-driving task engagement or fatigue
countering behaviours. Eye based metrics will remain important.
2. Materials and Methods
To the purpose of this research, the processes is limited to the data
extraction and analysis. The followed methodology is
summarized in process map showed in (Figure 1) However; the
scope is subjected to be extended upon the accomplishment of
the all research phases to test new design enhancements and
engineering solutions.
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Figure 1. Methodology process map
Selection of Operators
One operator (Figure 2) is selected to wear the eye-tracking
equipment. Operator’s details are listed in the (Table. 1). The
operator is mandated to spend several minutes inside the selected
vehicle cabin during conducting the lining operation. 
Figure 2. Selected operator
Table 1. Operator details
Selection of vehicle
CLAAS tractor (Model: ARES 567 ATZ) is selected to the
purpose of accommodating the experimental trials (Figure 3).
This model has a covered workplace for the operator, which is
helpful to control some of experimental conditions (i.e.
temperature and humidity) keeping on the consistency of those
parameters and conditions.
Figure 3. CLAAS tractor (Model: ARES 567 ATZ)
Selection of experimental field 
Experimental trials are conducted under the supervision of Szent
István University management in a field called by Babat-völgy
to the north west of Godollo city (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Babat-völgy field
Figure 5. CLAAS LINER 450T used for hay lining
Selection of operation and attached tool
Lining agricultural operation is selected to be the studied
operation in this research. After hay cutting in the agricultural
field, lining operations are conducted to sort hay into lines in the
field. The operation is conducted by specific tools attached to
tractors generating hay lines in order to prepare for the hay baling
operation. To the purpose of this research, the used attached tool
to the CLAAS tractor (Model: ARES 567 ATZ) is CLAAS
LINER 450T (Figure 5).
Tobii Glasses 2 equipment
Tobii Glasses 2 (Figure 6) is used to the purpose of obtaining the
operator’s focusing scheme from his real-time gaze analysis to
predefined areas of interest. Which is feeding the research results
with the main source of data regarding the target behaviour to be
studied.
Figure 6. Tobii glasses 2
Controller software
To record eye tracking data, the Tobii Glasses head unit must be
fitted onto the test operator’s head (similar to a standard pair of
glasses). The system must then be calibrated separately for each
participant. In the calibration process the test participant is asked
to look at a Calibration Card held in-front of the participant for a
few seconds. The researcher then starts the recording from Tobii
Glasses Controller Software running on a Windows 8/8.1 Pro
tablet or any Windows 8/8.1 or 7 computer. After the session, the
researcher stops the recording and removes the head unit from
the test participant. All interactions with the eye tracker (adding
participants to test, initiating calibration, starting/stopping
recordings etc.) are done through Tobii Glasses Controller
Software. 
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The controller software also enables the researcher to view/hear
the eye tracking session both in real-time (streamed through a
wireless or wired connection) and after the recording. When
viewing a recording, you can hear what was recorded on the
integrated microphone of the Tobii Glasses 2 Head unit, the
participant’s gaze point also appears as a coloured dot on the
scene camera video from the HD camera integrated in the Tobii
Glasses 2 Head Unit.
Processing of raw data
The main processing tool of the operators’ gazes is the Tobii Pro
Lab (Figure 7) which has a powerful post-analysis and
visualization tools provide a full spectrum of qualitative and
quantitative gaze data analysis and visualizations. Tobii Pro Lab
logs events, defines areas of interest, calculates statistics, creates
heat maps, and exports data for further analysis in other software.
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Figure 7. Tobii pro lab – analyser software
Tobii Pro Studio has three different types of fixation filters to
group the raw data into fixations and Tobii Pro Lab uses one type
of fixation filter to process the data. These filters are composed of
algorithms that calculate whether raw data points belong to the same
fixation or not. The basic idea behind these algorithms is that if two
gaze points are within a pre-defined minimum distance from each
other (Tobii Fixation and ClearView Fixation Filter), or possess a
speed below a certain threshold (Tobii I-VT Filter), then they should
be allocated to the same fixation. In other words, the user has kept
the eyes relatively still between the two sampling points.
MATLAB curve fitting toolbox
Curve Fitting Toolbox™ provides an app and functions for fitting
curves and surfaces to data. The toolbox lets you perform
exploratory data analysis, preprocess and post-process data,
compare candidate models, and remove outliers. The application
can be used to conduct regression analysis using the library of
linear and nonlinear models provided or specify custom
equations.  The library provides optimized solver parameters and
starting conditions to improve the quality of your fits. The toolbox
also supports nonparametric modeling techniques, such as
splines, interpolation, and smoothing.
To the purpose of this research, the Curve Fitting Toolbox™
is used to generate the formula represents the change on
operator’s focusing scheme inside a multi-tasking off-road
vehicle along working hours from the normalized collected
data of the operator’s focusing scheme on the attached lining
tool CLAAS LINER 450T.
Areas of interest (AOIs) and reference snapshot
The area of interest is a concept and a Pro Lab tool that allows
the eye tracking researcher or analyst to calculate quantitative eye
movement measures. These include fixation counts and durations.
Using this tool, the researcher simply draws a boundary around a
feature or element of the eye tracking stimulus whether it’s a
button on a web page or actor walking across a scene in a video
clip.  Pro Lab then calculates the desired metrics within the
boundary over the time interval of interest.
To the purpose of this research, the selected area of interest is
the attached tool CLAAS LINER 450T. Reference snapshot is
taken for the item in the area of interest form the video recorded
by the Tobii Glasses 2 equipment (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Reference snapshot
Sampling
To measure the operator’s focusing on the AOI during the
experimental samples of execution times 11 recording samples are
used. Each recording sample (X) represents 600 seconds of the real-
time recording of the operator’s gaze during the lining operation.
Due to the differences between the planned and actual recoding
time, each sample is normalized to represent the 600 seconds of
recording with a factor (N) not exceeding the 17% of the planned
recording time. However, collected snap times on the attached
tool is multiplied by the Normalization factor (N) according to
the formula:
Normalized snap time of (X) sample = 
Normalization factor (N) * Actual snap time of (X) sample.
Real world mapping and time of interest
Wearable eye tracking devices; such as Tobii Pro Glasses 2;
produce eye gaze data mapped to a coordinate system relative to
the wearable eye tracker and the recorded video, not to static
objects of interest in the environment around the participant
wearing the eye tracker. For most statistical/numerical analysis
to be meaningful, the collected eye tracking data needs to be
mapped on to items of interest and into a new coordinate system
with its origin fixed in the environment around the participant.
To the purpose of this research, automatic real-world mapping
tool is used along the time of interest (about 6600 seconds) to
measure the operator’s gaze on the selected area of interest in the
reference snapshot.
3. Results and Discussion
Experimental procedure
An operator is selected to wear the Tobii Glasses 2 equipment
which is connected to the central device running Tobii controller
software by which the calibration process of operator focusing is
conducted and recording process is controlled. 
The used tractor (CLAAS Model: ARES 567 ATZ) is located
to the operational field (Babat-völgy) attached to the lining tool
(CLAAS LINER 450T) conducting the hay lining agricultural
operation. The selected area of interested (AOI) is defined to be
the attached lining tool.
The operator is mandated to go through the calibration process,
start the recording process and get in the tractor cabin for
conducting the hay lining operation along 6600 working seconds.
Thereafter; the recording process is stopped. And the recorded
video is processed by the Tobii Lab pro software using the
automatic real-world mapping tool, which took about 86 working
hours. Heat maps representing operator’s focusing scheme during
the recording time are generated by the software, which leads to
generate the statistic readings using MS Excel software.
The obtained data is Normalized in accordance to the formula:
Normalized snap time of (X) sample = Normalization factor (N) *
Actual snap time of (X) sample. And resulted data is processed
using the MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox™ to obtain the
representing formula for the change on Operator’s focusing scheme
inside a multi-tasking off-road vehicle along working hours.
Results
In prior to start recording, the calibration process is done
successfully and confirmed automatically by the Tobii controller
software and the special calibration card (Figure 9).
Figure 9. Calibration process using the special card and Tobii
controller software
Wearing the Tobii Glasses 2 which was connected to the Tobii
controller software, after the calibration process, the operator (Mr.
Grebely Csaba) was mandated to proceed conducting his regular
tasks in hay lining using the tractor (CLAAS ARES 567 ATZ)
and the attached lining tool (CLAAS LINER 450T ) along about
6600 working seconds. Thereafter; the analysis process was
started on the recorded video using Tobii Pro Lab software. 
After accomplishing the analysis process, the resulted data was
exported by the same software to MS Excel sheet. The samples
were normalized in accordance to the mentioned normalization
formula.
The exported results (Table. 2) showed:
1- The sample reference in the original video (column 1).
2- The sample number (X) (column 2).
3- The tool snap times in (X) sample (column 3).
4- The normalization factor (N) for the sample (X) (column 4).
5- The Normalized tool snap times (X*N) (column 5).
6- The generated heat map for the sample (X) (column 6).
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Figure 10. Curve fitting of results
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Table 2. Experiment results
Thereafter; the curve fitting operation is conducted using the
MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox™, the resulted curve (Figure
10) was processed selecting the Linear model (Poly 2) which
generates a polynomial equation with the second degree and using
Bisquare robust method.
The resulted model and the goodness of fit is shown in (Fig.
11), which gave the final equation:
F(x) = - 2.814 x2 - 1.21 x + 10.21
Figure 11. Resulted linear model and the goodness of fit
parameters
Discussion
The results showed very accurate and dependable data of the
operator’s gaze on selected area of interest. The used equipment
and supporting software packages easily defined the time in
which the operator paid his attention to the attached lining tool
during working time in the lining operation.
The analysis of the recorded sample from lining agricultural
operation showed that; clearly; the operator focusing scheme is
decreasing along working hours which is related to the increment
of physical and mental load as the time of the agricultural
operation conducting.
4. Conclusions
The methodology used to generate deterministic results which are
validated, verified and dependable to represent the operator’s
behaviour of the focusing scheme inside the workplace (tractor
cabin).
The variety of filters and options available under the scope of
the analyser software capability is found convenient to come over
expected challenges during further research activities such as in-
field experiments and outdoors activities.
Such generated results confirmed the feasibility of investing
the followed methodology in studying more AOIs inside the
tractor cabin to feed the design and/or development processes of
the tractor cabin with valuable input data beside the conventional
user experience feedback and continual research and development
channels.
Additionally; the physical load is expected to be reduced by
installing a video screen to the dashboard broadcasting live videos
of the lining attached tool. And is expected as well to spare the time
and physical effort spend on by the operator for checking the
parameters of the tractor and the attention planned track direction.
Usability of research results
Increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of any agricultural or
industrial operations that involves human operator – workplace
interaction will be the main benefit of implementing this research
methodology. Therefore, a limit is expected to be set for having
the break time and scheduling the working days or hours based
on deterministic data.
Current cabin designs are subjected to be enhanced with
interactive guides and/or equipment for operators at the time in
when and/or where it is expected to be needed because of the
resulted numbers showing a decrement of focusing scheme. 
Additionally, this research methodology is expected to be
efficient comparison tool between prototypes of new cabin
designs, workload of different operations, operating different
vehicles etc, based on deterministic measures.
Future research
This research methodology is proposed to be developed for
producing deterministic safety related measures to feed operator’s
workplace and operation design with the necessary inputs. Which
might be dependable to produce the safety or risk assessment
reports for certain vehicle or operation design.
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In this time, many authors have reached to the conclusion that
development of digital technology and applications are regarded
as an important factor in their economic growth and development
in the agricultural production. The improvement of mechanization
of field work, machinery and equipment is a continuous process.
We are witnessing the spread and agricultural use of the more and
more modern equipment, which reflects to the technical and
technological level of the area. The current paper is analyzing the
connections between the tasks of the Agricultural 4.0 and Industry
4.0. In our study we systematize the following area: Industry 4.0,
“Smart Farming”, Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud Computing,
and Big Data.
Keywords
Industry 4.0, Agricultural 4.0, Smart Farming.
1. Introduction
Hungary is a historical agricultural country. This country
produces corn, sunflower, wheat, pork, fruit, milk and many other
foods. Agriculture, rural area and farmers are of particular
importance when it comes to digitalism modernization reform.
Our ability to handle these three problems properly has a great
problem on Hungary’s development for the future [1]. In this
time, many authors have reached to the conclusion that
development of digital technology and applications are regarded
as an important factor in their economic growth and development
in the agricultural production. The improvement of mechanization
of field work, machinery and equipment is a continuous process.
We are witnessing the spread and agricultural use of the more and
more modern equipment, which reflects to the technical and
technological level of the area [2].
2. From Industry 4.0 to Agricultural 4.0
Industry 4.0 is a name for the current trend of automation and
data exchange in manufacturing technologies. It includes cyber-
physical systems, the Internet of Things and cloud computing.
Industry 4.0 creates what has been called a „Smart Factory”.
Within the modular structured smart factories, cyber-physical
systems monitor physical processes, create a virtual copy of
the physical world and make decentralized decisions. Over the
Internet of Things, cyber-physical systems communicate and
cooperate with each other and with humans in real time, and
via the Internet of Services, both internal and cross-
organizational services are offered and used by participants of
the value chain [3].
Cloud computing is a kind of computing method based on the
internet, which enables shared software and hardware information
to be delivered to computers and other equipment on demand.
The end users do not need to know basics of the “cloud” or have
professional knowledge concerning this, or control directly. All
they need to know is what kind of resource they actually require
and how to receive relevant service through the internet. Cloud
computing describes a new way of adding, using and exchanging
IT service based on the internet which involves providing
dynamic, expandable and most of the time virtualized resources
by using the internet. Generally speaking, cloud computing has
the following five features: on-demand service, internet access,
resource polling, rapid elasticity and calculability [4].
IoT in this way some sensors connect the internet, so as to
operate certain programs and realize remote control. The central
computer can Smart Agriculture Based on Cloud Computing and
IoT realize concentrated management and control of machine,
equipment and personnel based on the internet and improve
production and life through more detailed and dynamic means.
This is useful for integration and harmony between human society
and the physical world and is regarded as the third wave of
information industry development following computer and
internet. Major IoT technologies include radio frequency
identification technology, sensor technology, sensor network
technology and internetwork communication, all of which have
been involved in the four links of IoT industrial chain, namely,
identification, sensing, processing and information delivery [3].
In terms of definitions, Agriculture 4.0, in analogy to Industry
4.0, stands for the integrated internal and external networking of
farming operations. This means that information in digital form
exists for all farm sectors and processes; communication with
external partners such as suppliers and end customers is likewise
carried out electronically; and data transmission, processing and
analysis are largely automated. The use of Internet-based portals
can facilitate the handling of large volumes of data, as well as
networking within the farm and with external partners [4].
Other terms frequently used are “Smart Agriculture” and “Digital
Farming”. It is based on the emergence of smart technology in
agriculture. Smart devices consist of sensors, actuators and
communication technology.
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3. The Main Stations of Agricultural 
Development
Agriculture 1.0
Situation in the early 20th century. A labour-intensive system of
agriculture with low productivity. It was able to feed the
population but required a vast number of small farms and a third
of the population to be active in the primary agricultural
production process. 
Agriculture 2.0
This phase of farming began in the late 1950s when agronomic
management practices like supplemental nitrogen and new tools
like synthetic pesticides, fertilizers and more efficient specialized
machines allowed to take advantage of relatively cheap inputs,
thus dramatically increasing yield potential and growing returns
to scale at all levels [5].
Agriculture 3.0
“Precision Farming” started once military GPS-signals were
made available for public use.
Precision Farming entails solutions for:
– Guidance: early adopters in the mid-1990s were using GPS-
signals for manual guidance. They built further on technology
used in aerial spraying. The first automatic steering solutions
appeared in the late 90s. During the 2000s, guidance accuracy
was improved to 5 cm.
– Sensing & control: during the 1990s, combine harvesters were
equipped with yield monitors based on GPS location. The first
automatic Variable Rate Application (VRA) started at the same
time. Low fertiliser prices and high technology costs initially
limited adoption of variablerate technology. In the early days,
VRA was based on soil sampling input, but performance
improved drastically based on data gathered by yield monitors.
– Telematics: Telematics is a technology used to monitor vehicle
fleets. It appeared in the early 2000s, and was inspired by the
transportation industry. It is based on cellular technology and
allows the optimisation of the logistics processes on the farm
(Figure 1).
– Data Management: Farming software has become widely
available since the birth of the PC in the early 80s.
Figure 1. Precision farming [6]
Agriculture 3.0 can be seen as the gradual introduction of more
and more advanced and mature Precision Farming technologies.
The focus is moved from pure efficiency in terms of cutting costs
to profitability which can be seen as objectively and creatively
seeking ways to lower costs and enhance quality or develop
differentiated products.
Agriculture 4.0
A new boost in precision agriculture can be observed around the
early 2010s based on the evolution of several technologies:
– Cheap and improved sensors and actuators
– Low cost micro-processors
– High bandwidth cellular communication
– Cloud based ICT systems
– Big Data analytics
As of the 2010s, smart technologies are also increasingly fitted
as standard features on tractors, combine harvesters and other
equipment, like [4]:
– Smart control devices (on-board computers)
– Many sensors for the operation of the machine and the
agronomic process
– Advanced automation capabilities (guidance, seed placement,
spraying, etc)
– Communication technology (telematics) embedded in the
vehicle.
This evolution happens in parallel with similar evolutions in
the industrial world, where it is marked as “Industry 4.0”, based
on a vision for future manufacturing. Accordingly, the term
“Agriculture 4.0” is often used in farming. Agriculture 4.0 paves
the way for the next evolution of farming consisting of unmanned
operations (for example BoniRob) and autonomous decision
systems. Agriculture 5.0 will be based around robotics and (some
form of) artificial intelligence [7].
By Harold et al. [7] the digital agriculture offers new
opportunities through the ubiquitous availability of highly
interconnected and data intensive computational technologies as
part of the so-called Industry 4.0.
Digital Agriculture can leverage the smart use of data and
communication to achieve system optimization. The tools that
enable digital agriculture are multiple and varied, and include
cross-cutting technologies such as computational decision and
analytics tools, the cloud, sensors, robots, and digital
communication tools (Table 1). In addition, field-based activities
are enabled by geo-locationing technologies such as Global
Positioning Systems (GPS), geographical information systems,
yield monitors, precision soil sampling, proximal and remote
spectroscopic sensing, unmanned aerial vehicles, auto-steered and
guided equipment and variable rate technologies.
Animal-focused technologies include radio frequency
identification (RFID chips) and automated (robotic) milking and
feeding systems, among others. Controlled-environment
agriculture (greenhouses, indoor farms, etc.) is also increasingly
enabled by digital technologies such as sensors and robots. Digital
agriculture can potentially accumulate large amounts of data, and
analytical capabilities that facilitate the effective employment of
these data are key implementation factors.
Agriculture will follow other industrial sectors in that the
benefits from digital technologies will materialize and become a
source of increased production efficiencies once ubiquitously
available data are effectively employed [8]. In a global economic
environment, a nation’s agricultural competiveness and ability to
sustain critical natural resources will be strongly tied to its ability
to innovate in these aspects of the production system. The
question is not whether the global agricultural industry should
adopt digital technologies, but how this adoption process can
occur in an environment that encourages it to fully capitalize on
































4. Two digital areas of agricultural machinery – The tools of
geo-locationing by John Deere
The StarFire 3000 receiver (Figure 2.) picks up satellite signals from
the Global Positioning System GPS and has the capability to use
GLONASS satellites (Russian navigation satellite system, similar
to GPS) to maintain guidance performance even in shaded
conditions and other unpredictable environments. Moreover, the
receiver is designed to utilize satellites as low as 5 degrees above
the horizon. Due to the improved satellite availability, the StarFire
3000 provides a more reliable position. John Deere terrain
compensation technology with the StarFire 3000 receiver provides
the capability to detect the roll, pitch, and yaw of the vehicle. So the
receiver can compensate accordingly to ensure true vehicle position
with respect to the ground throughout the field [9].
Figure 2. An John Deere 6150R with the StarFire 3000
Receiver (The photo has been made by the authors)
Figure 3. Set the A-B line for the AutoTrack on the 
GreenStar 3 2630 Display
(The photo has been made by the authors)
A variety of John Deere precision applications can be ran on
the GreenStar 3 2630 Display (Figure 3) with a StarFire 3000
receiver regardless if it is planting or harvesting season, or for
any application in between. The GreenStar 3 2630 display
supports the following activations [9]:
– AutoTrac: with the GreenStar 3 2630 display coupled with an
AutoTrac activation can provide automatic guidance with
integrated AutoTrac, AutoTrac Controller, or AutoTrac
Universal.
– Pivot Pro: brings all the benefits of AutoTrac to applications
needing automated tracking in circle mode.
– Section Control: reduces input cost by automatically turning
implement sections off in previously covered areas and turning
them back on precisely to decrease skips.
– RowSense: provides the best in automatic guidance, by pairing
up row feeler data with satellite positioning data, when
harvesting row crops with a combine or self-propelled forage
harvester.
– iTEC Pro: automates end row functions to reduce operator
stress and increase efficiency, while consistently managing
headland space.
– Machine Sync: provides combine harvest automation, harvest
logistics, coverage map sharing, and guidance line sharing
functionality.
5. Data exchanges standards in the digital farming by
AgGateway
For the agricultural machinery industry, it has been of vital
importance that the end customer, the farmer, can decide freely
among individual products, and can combine machinery of
different manufacturers. This has been achieved via uniform
interface standards e.g. the three-point hitch or the ISOBUS
connection between tractor and implement (Figure 4).
Figure 4. The date relationship between the tractor and
implements with Isobus [9]
The Agricultural Industry Electronics Foundation (AEF) and
AgGateway are considered the key players to promote
interoperability in the primary agricultural production chain.
Since decades ISO-11783 (ISOBUS) is the de-facto standard
between tractors and implements of different brands. The AEF an
independent international organization, has been founded for the
implementation and further enhancement of ISOBUS. But over
time its work is expanded to include other important areas such
as Electric Drives, Camera Systems, Farm Management
Information Systems, High speed ISOBUS and Wireless In-field
Communication, developing guidelines and transferring the
gained knowledge to ISO level [11].
6. Conclusions
Agriculture has a long and proud past history in applying digital
systems including farming operations. Although there have been
significant strides forward in improving the leading of farm
managers there are still areas for improvement.
Agriculture differs from industry in several aspects but smart
technologies can also be used in agricultural production. In the
development of technical elements of crop production the
development of digital played a dominant role in the past few
years. The focus of the digital development of power and working
machines was on the more precisely determination of the location
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of machine-relations. The data flow between data collector
sensors and the central processing unit is regulated by
international standards during the operations. All data collected
during the operations can evaluated by using the modular built
resource planning systems. GPS controlled agricultural robots
work in plant production and in animal husbandry. Smart farming
makes use of GPS services, machine to machine (M2M) and
Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, sensors and big data to
optimize crop yields and reduce waste. Company leaders and
senior executives need to understand their changing environment,
challenge the assumptions of their operating teams, and
relentlessly and continuously innovate [12].
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The importance of nanorods and nanotubes are presented in the
field of solar cell developments. The investigations of
nanostructured related efficiency- increasing processes in external
fields are more invited. A group theoretical method for the study
of electron states of semiconductors can be relevant to solar
energy too is proposed. For further applications a possible
extension is raised up.
Keywords
carrier multiplication, vertically aligned nanowire array, line
groups, projective representations, magnetic field
1. Introduction
Quasi –one-dimensional systems (Q1D), namely carbon
nanotubes (CNT), ZnO nanowires and nanorods and conjugated
polymers (CP) have great interests on the field of study of solar
cell applications nowadays thanks to the results of
Nanotechnology. One of the main ones is the detectability of the
so-called Carrier Multiplication process (CM) (or Multiply Exiton
Generation one ) in some CNT structures, for example in
photodiodas [1], or in (6,5) chirality tubes [2], in which a single
falling photon can create two or more electron-hole pairs
(excitons). With the help of this process  the so-called and
referencia-considered Shockley-Quisser (SQ) theoretical limit [3]
can be overcome. However the CM has been observed in bulk
semiconductors since 1950s [4] the contribution  of CM  for
efficiency-increasing is significant in the solar spectrum in
quantum-confined semiconductor nanocrystals (in bulk
semiconductors this contribution is insignificant) namely in
quantum dots – the possible applicability in solar energetics can
be originated from Nozik [5] – futhermore in the other type of
Q1D nanorods (for example PbSe) [4, 6] and graphene [2, 7-8].
The CM effect in CNTs - due to the fact that they have no direct
bulk counterparts- is also important in the understanding the
fundamental processes responsibile for the effect itself in the case
of those nanocrystals at which the effect is enhanced related to
their bulk counterparts. This is an open question yet [2]. Another
aspect of the importance of the usage of Q1D materials in solar
cells is in their technology known as vertically aligned nanowire
array. With the help of its oriented geometry high carrier
collection efficiency can be reached [9]. Xu et al. [10] gave a
generalized theoretical limit-for efficiency - maintaining the same
detailed balance principle on which stand the Shockley and
Quisser’s results- for nanostructured solar cells and proved its
equality to the case of the usage of optical concentrators in
Shockley and Quisser’s article (42%). Authors also gave
examples for published efficiences of the vertically aligned
nanowire-based PV cells (in Figure 1b in their paper). For CNTs
array (Figure 1.) as absorbent Bierman et al. [11] reported a solar
thermophotovoltaic device and discussed the implications of
surpassing the SQ limit. For ZnO nanowire arrays an important
example is given by Bi et al. [12] for MEH-PPV/ZnO hybrid solar
cell. Further solar cell applications are presented in Peng and
Qin’s [13] review (Figure 2).
Figure 1. Array of CNTs as solar absorbent in a solar
thermophotovoltaic device [11]
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the nanowire-based dye-
sensitized solar cell [13]
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However the increasing of power efficiency is not the only
reason for developments, this is the case when solar cells are
needed to be installed onto uneven surfaces. For this installations
the CP based solar cells are suitable against to the traditional Si-
based ones. However the efficiency of polymer solar cells are much
lower than Si-solar cells there are some cases when this type of
solar cells gives the only result for using solar cells for example
installation onto top of tents or onto the surfaces of rucksacks or
onto the surfaces of human body thank to their flexibility.
2. Symmetry-based study of o1d solar cell materials
The above mentioned Q1D materials for solar cell applications
have special space symmetry described by the so-called line
group. Line groups are algebraical groups of Euclidean
symmetries leaving invariant a straight line conventionally the z-
axis. For the concreteness let us see polymers: they are built up
from monomers. Monomers have own symmetry: rotations,
mirrors and their combinations leaving the z-axis invariant. This
is the one of the 7 possible point groups, namely: "...Cn(successive
rotations Cn by 2π/n around z-axis), S2n, Cnh, Cnv, Dn (which
combine Cn with rotation by π/n followed by horizontal mirror
reflection, horizontal and vertical mirror plane and rotation U by
π around x-axis, respectively) and Dnd and Dnh (vertical mirror
reflection combined with S2n and Cnh)..." [14]. But (identical)
monomers are regurarly repeated along the z-axis (regularly
arrangement) and a monomer can ashieved from the previous one
not by pure translation but by screw axis or glide plane
(generalized translations). Every line group can be set up a
factorized form: L=ZP, where Z the set of generalized
transformations and P the point group of the monomer. The
generalized translations are needed to be combined with point
group operations for getting an algebraical group at the end of
procedure. There are infinitely many line groups gathered into 13
families. For example for polyacethylen- it was the one of the
first CP for solar cells and it is under theoretical studies nowadays
too [15] - the line group is L21 /mcm and this belongs to the 13th
family. The capital L refer to the line group structure, 21 means
that the generalized translation in this case a rotation by π around
z.axis followed by a translation  a/2 , the half of the translation
unit along z-axis (the symmetry element of it is a glide plane) the
point symmetry group consists of a σ h horizontal mirror ( in the
z=0 plane) and a σv vertical one (in the plan containig the
polymer), their products and powers. This point group is D1h. [16].
For getting the line group structure of CNTs we need to follow
the so-called rolling up procedure of graphene sheet with
identifying carbon atoms by the so – called chiral vector (Figure
3-6) [17].
We wish to study these materials in the presence of external
uniform magnetic field. The reasons of our choice are the
following: solar cells are under investigations in the presence of
external magnetic field both experimenetally and theoretically
nowadays [18-22]. However, there are no symmetry-based
considerations of solar cells using Q1D materials in external
magnetic field to our knowledge. In the field of study of quantum
confined nanostructures, namely quantum dots (QD), quantum
wells (QW) [23], superlattices (SL) [24] for solar cell applications
have great importance but the investigation of CM processes in
the presence of external magnetic field has no already received
enough attention yet. Beside these facts some important research
work have been already published about Q1D materials in
constant external magnetic field. For example Trencsényi et al.
[25] analyzed the bond connected hexagon chain structures of
polyphenylene type of materials placed in perpendicular field to
the surface containing the system. This structure is of some CP
like PPV whose derivates (for example MEH-PPV as above,
MDMO-PPV) are the one of the most frequently applied
materials at polymer based solar cells. For the future applications
the Dzyaloshinsky and Kats’s [26] result about magnetic field
induced order (superconductivity) in Q1D materials might be
decisive. 
Figure 3. The types of generalized translations 
of line groups [16]
Figure 4. The so-called orbits of the line groups. [16]
Figure 5. The structure of trans-polyacetylene [16]
Figure 6.The elementary cell (shaded) and the chiral vector c
and angle θ of graphene [17]
Our considerations are based on Tronc and Smirnov’s [27]
symmetry methods worked out for various semiconductor types
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in the presence of external uniform magnetic field. The usages of
symmetry methods mean a powerfool tool for generating the so-
called (optical) selection rules for transitions between electron
states allowed by the symmerty of the systems. The symmetry
method name means that we have to deal with the symmetry
group of the Hamilton operator (Hamiltonian) of the system, with
a group of operators representing some coordinate transformation
which commute with Hamiltonian .The main problem in the field
of study of an electron being in a crystal potencial in the presence
of external magnetic field that however a uniform field does not
destroy the translational invariance of the system physically the
operators of pure geometrical translations did not commute with
Hamiltonian and these operators do not belong to the symmetry
group of Hamiltonian. Brown [28] showed that multiplying with
Peierls’s phase factor they will have already been commute with
it. In this case the representation of the usual translation group
will become projective and the symmetry group form a so-called
ray group. In the other way Zak [29, 30] defined an operator
group (not a ray group) which is homomorphic to the usual
translation group and commute with Hamiltonian.of the electron
immersed to a crystal in magnetic field. This two constructions
will be the same in the finite case and called by Magnetic
Translation Group (MTG). But this method do not treat with point
symmetry operations and its application for concrete
semiconductor structure can be problematic. For this difficulty
Tronc and Smirnov [27] gave a method. (A group-theoretical
extension for the case of all the admissible rotations, reflections
and time reversal is given by Tam [31] too.) Let us see the
„General Considerations” of Tronc and Smirnov [27] (sec 2.) in
more detail:
The Schrödinger equation  for an electron in the crystal
potential V(r) placed in external magnetic field:
where H is the Hamiltonian, A is the vector potential of the
magnetic field, p is the momentum operator(=iћ grad), ŝ the spin
oprator, j the eigenvalue index and n enumerates the eigenstates
of the same energy.
Let us choose the  form of vector potential in the symmetric
gauge:
Let be a general element of the symmetry group of the crystal
g=(R|a), which labels the rotation R as the coordinate
transformation followed by the translation a. The „symmetry
element” expression means that V(r) crystal potential do not
changes under this operation.This is the same case at the last term
of the Hamiltonian since does not depend on r. The action of the
symmetry element of the crystal on the geometrical space vectors
can be written in the form: r→g -1 r =R-1(r-a). From the fact that
the scalar product of two vectors does not change under orthogonal
transformations and after the acting of operation g the
transformation R-1 „can be raised up” from the expressions for p
and A , the change in the expression of the Hamiltonian is solely:
At this time the Hamilton operator in the Schrödinger equation
acts on Ψ j,n (g -1 r.). But this change can be reached in the starting
Schrödinger equation with a gauge transformation too. Since B=
rotA = rot (A+grad f(r)),where f(r) an arbitrary function of
coordinates if add to A the gradient of:
According to the teaching of quantum mechanics  the
Schrödinger equation remain unchanged if we carry out at the
same time a transformation on the wave function:
Thus to every g symmetry element of the crystal belongs a C(g)
matrice which represents it. From this procedure one can see the
structure of the elements of  the symmetry group of the
Hamiltonian : after the geometrical transformation r→g -1 r ,
where g=(R|a) and RB=B, we have to carry out a gauge
transformation with f’ (r)= -f(r), since A(r-a+a)=A(r) remain
unchanged and we returned to the starting Hamiltonian. The
elements of this group labeled by g*.the group itself labelled by
G*. G* contains magnetic translations as subgroup. Tronc and
Smirnov [27] pointed out that for the g*. elements the
representation of matrices are projective 
and
This method has other solutions for obtaining the so-called
irreducibile representations (IR) for the symmetry group of the
Hamiltonian of bulk materials than MTG theory’s ones. For
example in the case of two symmetry operations with lattice
translations are in (a1,a3) , where a3 is in the direction of magnetic
field do not commute in contrast with the theory of MTG.
The authors applied their results of their model namely the
symmetry groups of bulk semiconductors with the wurtzit and
zinc blende structure and for the related nanostructures as well
such as SLs, QWs and QDs under magnetic field directed paralel
or perpendicular to some symmetry elements (symmetry axis ,
mirror plane).
From the viewpoint of our research the most interesting results
are about Q1D rods and tubes related to bulk materials with
wurtzite structure specially for the ZnO nanorods and nanotubes
[32]. Their space symmetry are described by the so-called rod
groups a subperiodic (1-periodic) subgroups of 3-periodic 3-
dimensional space groups [33]. We can get a rod group from the
related space group by keeping translations only in the direction
of z-axis. The order of rotations or screw axis can only be 1,2,3,4
and 6. The point symmetry of them is the same as ones of their
space groups [34]. For generating optical selection rules
conventional group theoretical methods can be used just by
referring to the corresponding space groups – for example the so-
called little group method known as subgroup one [27, 32]. But
this method for CNTs whose space symmetry described by
general line groups – rod groups are considered as special line
groups- due to the lack of bulk counterparts were mentioned at
the beginning of this paper cannot be used, there are no „global”












this is an essential open problem yet. At this point can become
relevant the mathematical study of projective representations of
line groups which one is almost completely missing in the
literature. (This idea is suggested by the second author of this
paper.) A short description are in the Evarestov’s book [34].
3. A possible extension of Tronc and Smirnov’s method
Since the Tronc and Smirnov [27] method contains the theory of
MTGs- but came to another result for generating IR of symmetry
group of Hamiltonian- can be raised naturally the extension of it
to the case when external electric field is present too. This type
of generalization of the theory of MTG is given by Ashby and
Miller [35], in which the Hamiltonian contains space and time
periodic potencials. too (However Tronc and co-workers
discussed the power of the electric field on the symmetry of ZnO
nanorods and tubes and referred to Ashby and Miller [35] too did
not considered the cases of time-varying fields). For the solar cell
applications would be essential to study the case of the light wave
falling onto the semiconductor. If so a perturbing term of this
form:
where „m” is the free electronic mass, ω is the frequency of the
radiation, E is the magnitude of the electric field, and ε is the unit
vector in the direction of the field will appear in the Hamiltonian
[36].
Our task is to find translation-type operators commuting with
the perturbated Hamiltonian which translations are in not purely
in the space but in the time too according to Ashby and Miller’s
[35] ideas. Arising from these ones the time-periodicity leads to
the restrictions for possible magnitude of the electric field and
because of this fact we have to proceed carefully.
4. Conclusions
However the Q1D materials have a great importance in the
efficiency-increasing developments of solar cells but the added
external magnetic field investigations of them have no enough
attention. The investigations of CM processes are hoped to extend
for the case of the presence of external magnetic field. The Tronc
and Smirnov’s symmetry method is a usefool tool for studying
solar cells using Q1D materials under external uniform magnetic
field. For more general cases as of the CNTs the research of the
mathematical theory of projective representations of line groups
would be fruitful. For further solar cell applications the extension
for the case of falling electromagnetic wave onto the
semiconductors wuold be a possible way.
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Groundwater dynamics and recharge trends were evaluated for
three years (2008 – 2011) to elucidate the daily, monthly and
seasonal response to climate and irrigation. Observed water levels
ranges between 120 – 1180 mm, below ground level (b.g.l.) in
the identified soil profiles in the area; a good correlation of water
level exist in the area despite differing soil profile types and non-
uniform irrigation regime in the dry season. Analysis for trend,
change and randomness reveals high diurnal variations in the cool
dry season, hot dry season and wet season. Exponential
smoothing model was found to adequately predict groundwater
recharge and discharge in the area. A new cropping schedule was
proposed to forestall low crop yields caused by the new
groundwater regime.
Keywords
groundwater dynamics, recharge trends, water level changes,
randomness test
1. Introduction
Shallow groundwater tables have been shown to provide a portion
of crop water needs [1]; this suggests that irrigation water demand
could be reduced under a conjunctive use of available water
resources. According to [2], water scarcity is a major occurrence
in arid and semi-arid regions of the world; the vagaries of the
weather and climate change realities have placed all resources,
agricultural activities and ecosystem services under severe stress.
The food security implication of this development is quite
enormous especially in developing countries like Nigeria where
the agricultural production system is predominantly rain-fed [3].
Utilization of shallow groundwater for crop cultivation
experienced a boom in Nigeria following the initiation of the
National Fadama Development Project in 1991; this led to the
national mapping of shallow groundwater zones in the country
and a radical development of valley bottoms for dry season
farming to boost food security [4][5]. These efforts were meant
to compliment the initial efforts of establishing large scale
irrigation schemes following the Sahelian drought of 1970s; many
of the schemes so establish were bedevilled with serious problems
such as huge maintenance cost, salinization, poor irrigation water
management, weak cost recovery and reduction of river flows
(climate change). While the successes recorded at that time were
unprecedented, they were however, short lived and continuity was
a huge challenge leading to many of the schemes becoming
dilapidated and/or abandoned in subsequent years [6]. The
climate change problem has tremendous effect on water
availability on all the irrigation schemes located in semi-arid
northern Nigeria leading to the need to develop and apply water-
saving practices, e.g., improving the canal system, using water
saving irrigation technology and adjusting cropping patterns in
order to achieve sustainable agricultural development and river
basin environmental equilibrium [7, 8]. The most efficient and
adaptable water saving measure to the region is the development
of conjunctive use of both surface water and groundwater in the
irrigation schemes; irrigation return flows could be reused where
there are adequate drainage structures and a monitoring
programme for groundwater. Over the years, groundwater
irrigation has made substantial contribution to agriculture and
food security, and has lifted many millions of households out of
poverty [9]. The FAO estimated that more than one-third of the
world’s 303 million ha irrigated area is served by groundwater;
over 70 % of this is in Asia [10]. 
An understanding of groundwater dynamics and recharge trends
in irrigated lands is therefore imperative for implementing a
conjunctive water use system in semi-arid regions; literature
suggests that diurnal fluctuations of groundwater on irrigated lands
are principally induced by three main factors: evaporation,
barometric pressure and tidal actions; other factors include
topography, soil type, land use, water management practices and
anthropogenic impacts [11-13]; all these are made possible by the
hydrodynamic balance caused by the interactions between
atmospheric, surface and subsurface water systems represented by
the hydrological cycle. The study of groundwater dynamics in
agricultural lands is a vital requirement for an efficient management
of water resources; several approaches have been highlighted in
literatures [14]. The flow of water within confined and unconfined
aquifers is complex and may require extensive data and detailed
modelling to understand. However, relatively simple data, such as
water levels in a carefully designed network of monitoring wells,
can be combined with estimates of rainfall input to provide key
indications of groundwater dynamics and recharge. 
The objectives of this research was to evaluate the dynamics of
groundwater and to elucidate recharge trends in the largest
irrigation scheme in the semi-arid region of Nigeria with a view
to providing inputs for the development of a conjunctive water
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management system as an adaptation to climate change realities
in Sub Saharan Africa (SSA).
2. Materials and Methods
The study was conducted at the Irrigation Research station (IRS),
Kadawa, within the West Branch of the Kano River Irrigation
Project located between Longitude 8o 251 4711 and 8o 261 1211 and
Latitude 11o 381 3011 and 11o 381 5111; Table 1 shows the hydraulic
characteristics of soils at the study site. The experimental
farmland belong to Sudan savannah agro-ecological zone of
Nigeria characterized by a uni-modal rainfall regime, with mean
annual rainfall between 700 mm – 800 mm that is always erratic,
poorly distributed and falls between June and October of each
year, evaporation is also high with diurnal variations as reported
by [15].
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Figure 1. Locations of the Study site
Table 1. Hydraulic characteristics of soils at sampling points [17]
Data collection and Analysis
Groundwater level monitoring was carried out daily for three
years (2008/2009, 2009/2010, and 2010/2011) at 15 locations
using randomly installed piezometers in three replicates in each
identified soil profile types shown in Figure 1; in order to
minimize sampling errors, double measurements of groundwater
levels was implemented using a combination of an automatic
water level dipper and an improvised float gauge. The data
obtained were subjected to statistical analysis using TREND®
v1.0.2 software to detect trend, change and randomness in the
time series; the tests include: Mann-Kendall test and Spearman’s
Rho test (non-parametric test for trend), Linear Regression test
(parametric test for trend); Distribution-Free CUSUM  test (non-
parametric test for step jump in mean), Cumulative Deviation test
and Worsley Likelihood Ratio test (parametric test for step jump
in mean); Rank-Sum test (non-parametric test for difference in
median from two data periods) and Student’s t test (parametric
test for difference in mean from two data periods);  Median
Crossing test,  Turning Points test,  Rank Difference test (non-
parametric test for randomness) and Autocorrelation test
(parametric test for randomness). Groundwater recharge and
discharge on the farmland were computed on a spread sheet
(Microsoft Excel®) using water level fluctuation (WLF) method
[16]; the resulting groundwater recharge and discharge
hydrographs were analysed for trends and subjected to goodness
of fit to evaluate possible prediction of groundwater recharge and
discharge in the area using moving average and exponential
smoothing methods.  
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Figure 2. Groundwater trend in all soil profile types in the study area
3. Results and Discussion
Trend of Groundwater level
The groundwater regime at the IRS farmland reveals high diurnal
variations that were found to be dependent on season.
Groundwater level changes rapidly in response to events of
irrigation in the dry season and rainfall in the wet season. This
observed behaviour was due to the continuous cropping practiced
on the farmland throughout the year; it was observed that water
levels were generally high (near ground surface) in the wet
months, worthy of note was the observation that most parts of the
farmland is completely waterlogged in the month of July, August,
September and some parts of October making the field suitable
for lowland rice production at those periods. Slight variations in
groundwater levels were observed in all the soil profile types
found at the site; observed water levels ranges between 120 – 840
mm, 90 – 740 mm, 80 – 880 mm, 170 – 940 mm and 190 – 1180
mm below ground level (b.g.l.) in the Pa3, Pal, Pl, Pab and Pb
soil profiles respectively. Figure 2 present the observed
groundwater level trends at the study locations.
It was generally observed that the water table was lowest (deep)
in Pb soil profile within the period of study; this part of the land
also gave the least diurnal variation. This might be due to the land
use in that part of the farm as it remained fallow in the period of
study; some of the local farmers interviewed explained that the
area was abandoned due to suspected salt build up leading to low
crop yield from that part of the field. An examination of the soil
characteristics revealed that this portion of the farmland lies
towards the direction of groundwater flow hence was always
waterlogged for most parts of the year. Contrary to farmers’
opinion, [15] reported that there was no salt build up in this part
of the farmland.
Correlation analysis reveals that there was a good correlation
in observed groundwater levels among the 15 piezometers
regardless of differing soil profile types and non-uniform
irrigation regime in the dry season. Strong correlation was
observed among the piezometers replicated in the same soil
profile types, this shows that groundwater levels in all the soil
profile types on the farmland can be predicted by simple linear
regression regardless of the season; this information is very
pertinent for the development of a regional groundwater model
for the area. Some cases of poor correlations were also observed;
this is however of no significant consequences. When the data
was analysed on annual basis, no observable trend was identified;
however, exploratory data analysis (EDA) show that the
groundwater levels reveal both periodic and linear trend as shown
in Figure 2;  these can be easily understood by seasonal analysis.
Seasonal decomposition of the data was carried out based on the
identified seasons in the area namely; cool dry season (108 days),
hot dry season (73 days) and wet season (183 days). 
Cool dry season
The mean water level in the cool dry season was 720 mm, 750
mm, 700 mm, 760 mm and 870 mm b.g.l. in Pa3, Pal, Pl, Pab and
Pb soil profiles respectively. The tests for trend (Mann-Kendall,
Spearman rho, and Linear Regression) reveal that there was a
statistically significant trend at α < 0.01 level in Pl, Pab, and Pb
soil profiles, respectively. The Pa3 profile however displayed a
significant trend at α < 0.05 level while there was no significant
trend of groundwater level observed in Pal soil profile. The
implication of these observations of increasing groundwater level
trend is that it can lead to the twin menace of waterlogging and
soil salinization. Waterlogging brings about changes in cropping
schedules and reduces the agricultural potentials of irrigated
lands. Soil salinity on the other hand influences agricultural
productivity due to reduced crop yield which has direct
consequences on food security. The results compares favourably
with that reported by [18], where over 8.4 million hectares of
irrigated lands in semi-arid regions of India has been affected by
soil salinity and alkalinity, out of which about 5.5 million hectares
are waterlogged. 
Hot dry season
The hot dry season has a mean water level of 770 mm, 620 mm,
740 mm, 800 mm and 1080 mm b.g.l. in Pa3, Pal, Pl, Pab and Pb
soil profiles, respectively. There was a statistically significant
trend at α < 0.01 level in Pa3 and Pab soil profiles, respectively;
no significant trend was observed in Pal, Pl and Pb soil profiles
in the hot dry season. The tests for step jump in mean
(Distribution Free CUSUM, Cumulative Deviation and Worsley
Likelihood Ratio) show a statistically significant step jump in all
the soil profiles, it was observed generally that water levels had
higher values at the beginning of the season than latter part of the
season implying that the water levels are subject to change
throughout the season in all the soil profiles. The tests for
randomness (Median Crossing, Turning Points, Ranked
Difference and Autocorrelation) revealed that the water level data
do not come from a random process at α < 0.01 level. The tests
for step jump in mean (Distribution Free CUSUM, Cumulative
Deviation and Worsley Likelihood Ratio) show a generally
statistically significant step jump in all the soil profiles at α <
0.01, it was observed that water levels had higher values at the
beginning of the season than latter part of the season in Pa3
profile implying that the water levels are subject to change; it was
equally observed that the mean water level was lower at the
beginning of the season than towards the end in Pab, Pal, Pb and
Pl soils. The tests for randomness (Median Crossing, Turning
Points, Ranked Difference and Autocorrelation) revealed that
variations in the water level in this season do not come from a
random process at  α<0.01 level. 
Wet Season
The mean water level in the 172 days of the wet season was 420
mm, 360 mm, 400 mm, 490 mm and 600 mm in Pa3, Pal, Pl, Pab
and Pb soil profiles respectively. The tests for trend (Mann-
Kendall, Spearman rho, and Linear Regression) reveal that there
was a statistically significant trend at α < 0.01 level in all the soil
profiles. The tests also revealed that all the profiles reveal a
decreasing trend of groundwater levels. The tests for step jump
in mean (Distribution Free CUSUM, Cumulative Deviation and
Worsley Likelihood Ratio) show a statistically significant step
jump in all the soil profiles at α < 0.01; it was also observed
generally that water levels had higher values at the beginning of
the season than latter part of the season implying that the water
levels has a rising profile as the rains (which is solely responsible
for the rise at this time) increase in amount and intensity. This
suggests that groundwater levels in the wet season could be fairly
predicted from rainfall amounts in the wet season using a linear
model. The tests for randomness (Median Crossing, Turning
Points, Ranked Difference and Autocorrelation) revealed that the
water level data do not come from a random process at α < 0.01
level. 
Implications for crop planning
A salient outcome of the water level studies in the area is the need
for change in the cropping schedule on the farmland. Some crops
planned for the area is no longer feasible because of the new
groundwater regime; farmers who are still adhering to the old
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cropping schedule are experiencing low crop yield. Adequate root
zone depth is essential for good crop productivity and access to
soil air; the pore spaces in the soil have now been filled with water
indicating very poor land drainage caused by deteriorating
drainage system on the farmland. The use of tile drains is
suggested for the area.        
The following crops are suggested for cropping on the
farmland: Wet season (Rice); Cool dry season (Wheat, Potatoes,
Onions, Pepper, Tomatoes, Vegetables and Maize); Hot dry
season (Maize, Onions, Cowpea, Tomatoes and Vegetables).
These are crops that could be supported by the groundwater
regime observed on the farmland; however, further studies need
to be carried out to confirm these suggestions.  
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Figure 3. Groundwater recharge and discharge trend at the study site
Groundwater recharge and discharge prediction  
The W.L.F analysis was based on the premise that groundwater
rises as a result of recharge water arriving at the water table while
groundwater discharge takes place when water flows away from
storage which is evident by the reduction of water level. Figures
3 presents the hydrological time series of mean daily groundwater
recharge and discharge from the five soil profile types on the
farmland. The pattern displayed is very similar to that observed
in the groundwater levels presented earlier. Groundwater recharge
ranges between 10 mm – 60 mm as the case may be on a daily
basis, this variation in recharge and discharge was found to
oscillate about zero in all the soil profile types. Stemming from
visual inspection of these time series plots, no visible trend can
be seen in the 1095 days of data in all the soil profiles. However,
all of them exhibit cyclical variation which is an indication that
the series has only a periodic component; the implication is that
days of recharge are immediately followed by days of discharge. 
Predicting recharge and discharge in this scenario was no doubt
a daunting task. Attempts were made to fit the data series without
any good success, simply because the values in the daily series
were very small and make analysis very problematic. The data
series showed an evidence of a partial fit when moving average
was considered; this method of forecasting did not account for
some data points in the series, hence was not accepted as having
a good fit. When exponential smoothing was considered, a better
fit for the data with insignificant residuals was obtained as shown
in figure 4. This better fit is indicative of the fact that values of
groundwater recharge and discharge can easily be predicted when
previous values are known and α = 0.2. The equation of fit was:
Where Re is predicted recharge or discharge at time t or t+1 in
cm, Ra is the actual value of recharge or discharge at time t in cm
and α is a constant (0.01 < α < 0.3).
4. Conclusion
Groundwater dynamics and recharge trends at the Irrigation
Research Station, Kadawa within the Kano River Irrigation
Project had been evaluated for three years. The results revealed a
very high diurnal variation of groundwater level trend in the
period of study; statistical tools for trend indicate significant trend
at α < 0.01 level in Pl, Pab, and Pb soil profiles, respectively in
the cool dry season while groundwater level changes rapidly in
response to irrigation in the dry season and rainfall in the wet
season as a result of intensive cropping on the farmland. Water
levels ranges between 120 – 840 mm, 90 – 740 mm, 80 – 880
mm, 170 – 940 mm and 190 – 1180 mm below ground level
(b.g.l.) in the Pa3, Pal, Pl, Pab and Pb soil profiles respectively.
There was a good correlation of groundwater levels at the
monitoring locations regardless of differing soil profile types and
non-uniform irrigation regime in the dry season indicating that
groundwater levels can be predicted by simple linear regression.
There is also the need to change the cropping schedule as crops
planned for the farmland are no longer feasible because of the
new groundwater regime; the old cropping schedule should be
discontinued because of low crop yield. The following crops are
suggested for cultivation on the farmland: Wet season (Rice);
Cool dry season (Wheat, Potatoes, Onions, Pepper, Tomatoes,
Vegetables and Maize); Hot dry season (Maize, Onions, Cowpea,
Tomatoes and Vegetables). These are crops that could be
supported by the groundwater regime observed on the farmland;
however, further studies need to be carried out to confirm these
suggestions. Prediction of groundwater recharge in the area was
found to be possible using exponential smoothing method which
gave minimal prediction errors. A very good fit was obtained
between actual and predicted groundwater recharge in the area.
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(1)
Figure 4. Actual and forecasted recharge and discharge at the study site
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Photovoltaic/thermal hybrid collectors (PV/T) simultaneously are
able to produce electrical energy and thermal energy as such unit
combines a photovoltaic module with a thermal solar collector.
In this paper, we are focusing on the liquid cooled PV/T systems.
The paper overviews the energetics models of the PV/T
collectors. Furthermore, it is planned to examine the possibilities
for development of the photovoltaic thermal resistance network
models for different PV/T collector arrangements.
Keywords
hybrid collector, efficiency, heat flow network, solar energy,
influencing factors
1. Introduction
At present our world has to face energy problems. Environment
is burdened by pollutants emitted by burning traditional energy
carriers. In our world heat energy is obtained mostly by burning
fossil energy sources (gas, oil, coal) [1]. The so called
greenhouse effect is related to the excessive carbon-dioxide
emission. Earth average temperature is increasing as the Earth’s
long-wave length eradiation decreases significantly because of
the formed polluter envelope [2]. Because of the increasing
amount of gases causing greenhouse effect and because of other
environment pollution, it is more and more necessary to use
renewable energy sources (solar energy, wind energy, geothermal
energy, biomass, sea and river energy) [3]. Concerning the use
of solar energy, our country’s climatic conditions are favourable.
In case of architectural constructions, passive solar energy is
utilized. In case of utilization of active solar energy, electrical
and heat energy are obtained. The former is obtained by
photovoltaic systems, the latter is obtained by solar collectors.
Heat transfer at high temperature is realized with concentrator
collectors.
Photovoltaic-thermal collectors (PV/T) are systems that
generate electric energy and heat energy simultaneously, as
photovoltaic modules are combined with traditional solar
collectors (Figure 1).
A PV/T system consists of a PV module, with a heat exchanger
behind it. In order to cool the PV module and extract the useful
heat, a cooler fluid (water or air) is circulated in the heat
exchanger.
Figure 1. Layout of a PV/T collector 
Photovoltaic PV systems absorb solar radiation and convert it
into electricity. This is especially advantageous where electrical
network is not available. Solar-thermal collectors absorb the solar
radiation, and in order to produce heat energy, they convert it into
heat with the heat converter fluid (water or air).
Solar radiation conversion efficiency of commercial PV modules
is about 5-20%. It means that 80% of the incident solar radiation
in the PV module is converted into heat. The generated waste heat
is partially lost in the atmosphere, contributing to global warming,
and the remaining heat increases the temperature of the PV cells.
Cooling is proposed because of the increasing temperature of the
cells. This is especially important in case of crystalline silicon
cells as at high temperature the electrical conversion efficiency
of the cells decreases below the nominal value. 
PV/T systems are innovative solutions for increasing solar
energy conversion efficiency. The circulating cold fluid maintains
the temperatures of the cells as it extracts heat from the module,
so it maintains the PV efficiency at an appropriate level. The heat
extracted by the fluid is lead through pipes to low temperature
applications, such as to industrial or agricultural sectors for
drying, apartment heating, domestic water heating [4]. 
PV/T collectors generate more energy on unit surface than the
adjacent solar collectors and PV modules. According to the
collecting refrigerant, there are two types of PV/T collectors:
water-cooling collectors (Figure 2) and air-cooling collectors [5].
Besides these, concentrating PV/T collectors (CPV/T) are also
developed, which use lens or mirrors, and circulating liquid, in
order to avoid the high operation temperature of the PV [6].
Water PV/T systems are used for heating buildings, for
producing domestic hot water, where the need for running water
is high. PV/T systems are more and more frequently combined
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with heat pumps. It seems to be a useful application to preheat
the flowed air in PV/T and BIPV/T (Building Integrated PV/T)
systems, especially during the heating season, but also during the
summer season [7].
Figure 2. PV/T water systems [6]
To test the operation of the PV/T system, to determine its
parameters, to compare measured and simulated results, we need
to set up a suitable energy model for the given purpose, the most
important ones being discussed below.
2. Energetic models used for PV/T collectors
In this paper we present the most often used energetic models in
the investigation of photovoltaic (PV) modules, solar collectors
and PV/T collectors. In order to present properly the models it is
necessary to define the parameters which influence the efficiency
of the PV/T collectors.
PV/T collectors are designed according to two basic aspects:
the thermal efficiency or the photovoltaic efficiency is considered
to be more important.
Thermal efficiency of PV/T collectors:
Thermal performance of PV/T flat-plate collectors:
The determination of the heat abstraction factor (FR ) is:
F` factor varies with the material, for water in our study:
Thermal efficiency:
Photovoltaic efficiency:
where: ηref is the efficiency measured in Standard Test Conditions
(STC), βpv is the temperature coefficient of the module, t pv is the
cell temperature, tref is the reference temperature, which is defined
during the measurement of the temperature coefficient, which is
25 °C in case of STC.
Total efficiency of PV/T systems:
The modelling system should be applied to the local conditions,
that is, environmental characteristics have to be input as
mathematical functions. For the investigation of the efficiency of
the PV/T module and for the calculation of energy generation, we
have to develop a proper mathematical model. With this model
we can realize the effect of the environmental characteristics on
the investigated parameters [8].
Our aim is to develop a model, based on Physics, which
presents the operation of the system, taking into consideration the
mass flow, the inlet liquid temperature, the ambient temperature,
the solar radiation and other parameters. Physical models of the
processes can be shown with partial differential equations or
equation systems. In this way we can present the dynamic
properties of solar energy systems.
Experiments and measurements have to be performed to
determine the parameters and physical constants of the models.
This is a difficult and long task in case of complex systems, and
there are only approaching methods for equation solutions. 
The physically based models relates to determine the heat and
mass transfer in the system (e.g. solar collector) with several
approaches and neglections.
Depending on the mass flow and temperature of the inlet
working fluid, the ambient temperature and solar radiation, the
Hottel-Whillier model gives the temperature distribution of the
flowing working fluid along the collector. 
UL is the linear function of TC – TW variable. This model is
called a quadratic efficient model. The useful amount of heat per
unit of time generated by the collector, divided by the amount of
heat per unit of time of the incident solar radiation on the surface
of the collector is called the efficiency of the collector. 
Where TC [°C] is the outlet temperature of the liquid, TW [°C]
is the ambient temperature of the collector. 
Flat-plate collectors are approached by the Hottel-Whillier or
quadratic model. The operation of solar systems are modeled by
softwares (e.g. TRNSYS_TRANSOLAR). Beside a direct
numeric method it is possible to solve the obtained equation
system by using indirect methods as well [8].
Buzás et al. [9] developed a model to describe the behavior in
time of the flat-plate collectors. On the base of the energy balance
of the solar collector.
The heat transfer process in the collector can be described with
the following energy balance equation:
Total energy:
where dK/dt = 0 and dP/dt = 0, as the collector does not move,
dE/dt = dU*/dt.
With the enthalpy change of the system, the internal change of
energy can be considered the same in case of change of solid and











The operation of artificial neural networks (NN) is based on
biologic neural networks. Neuron is the operational and structural
unit of the nervous system, a cell that can adopt, process and
transmit information to glands, muscles, nerve cells with
biochemical reactions. 
The artificial neural network is the network of neurons. In case
of practical problems, neural networks are able to help only in
solving part tasks, they cannot be applied by themselves. Hybrid
systems are used more and more often in case of complex tasks,
during which NN is combined with other artificial intelligence
methods (e.g. combination of NN and genetic algorithm), so
several part tasks are solved with the most appropriate method
[10].
Heat flow network modelling is based on that in a properly
small part of material conductivity properties are considered
constant. Dividing the model that describes the whole system into
parts, we can construct the continuum as the interconnection of
concentrated units of conductive resistances [11].
We can determine the average temperature of layers (nodes) if
we group the whole structure according to its materials and layers.
In the model we connect the nodes with heat transfer resistances
and we assign the heat capacity to the nodes of the network [8].
3. Optimize the efficiency of PV/T collector using a heat-
flow model
In a hybrid solar/solar collector, the electric efficiency can be
increased by cooling the collector surface while gaining heat from
the system. Therefore, the possibilities for optimizing the
efficiency of a liquid cooled PV/T collector are discussed below
for a heat-flow model. The aim to be achieved is to study a PV/T
hybrid system that increases the efficiency of the system by
reducing the temperature of the cell by increasing the electrical
power and reducing the thermal radiation losses. 
The cooling of the panels can be solved by means of cold water
circulation or using a heat sink that is either pre-installed in the
PV/T module or can be retrofitted to the rear of the module. 
The temperature of the photovoltaic panel (PV) depends
dynamically on the changes in the incident sunlight. Under
realistic operating conditions, the PV panel temperature is subject
to wind direction and wind speed fluctuation as well as randomly
changing ambient temperature. In indoor experiments, we cannot
properly implement these parameters, so we will set up a heat-
flow model that includes the effects of the module's structure, its
components and atmospheric conditions. 
The thermal model to be set up has the following parts: it
consists of an RC circuit to model the panel's thermal response.
Secondly, it will be necessary to analyse radiation heat losses and
to assess the convective heat transfer losses. We can consider the
electrical equivalence of the thermal mechanisms of the PV panel
so that the thermal resistance corresponds to the electrical
resistance and the thermal capacity of the electrical capacity. On
the PV panel layers, conductive heat transfer can be determined
using these parameters [12]. 
The optical properties of solar cells limit the thermal efficiency
of the PV/T collector since the selective heat absorber used for
solar collectors does not match the heat absorbing emission of
solar cells. Radiation losses can be reduced by using a casing that
has a spectrally selective low emission factor in the infrared
spectrum. 
The balance equation can be solved for each layer of the
module using the heat flow model. Numerically we can solve the
energy equilibrium equation in the direction of flow of y water
and in the x-direction perpendicular to which all layers are not
continuously distributed to Nx and Ny nodes. We can solve the
energy equation for all finite volumes (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Sketch of the discretization used for the thermal analysis (left) and network of thermal
resistances on the x-z plane between the layers of the PVT module (right) [13]
Conversion efficiency, i.e., the efficiency of converting incident
sunlight into electricity is reduced by increasing the operating
temperature of the cell. The heat absorbing energy balance can
be written to any i, j node, as well as the heat transfer due to heat
losses on the rear side of the panel. The convection at the rear of
the panel and the thermal conductivity through the insulating
layer is taken into account by the heat resistance. From the Energy
Balance Equation, we can calculate the energy equilibrium
equation for the fluid and the equilibrium equation for the cooling
pipe energy. Then we can calculate the output instantaneous
electrical power as well as the thermal and electrical efficiency
[13].
4. Conclusion
The heat transfer processes in the PV/T collectors to be tested can
be written using the heat flow model to determine the thermal or
electrical efficiency of the system and the parameters influencing
the efficiency. We can improve efficiency through various
procedures, e.g. cold water circulation, reduction of radiation
losses, etc. By comparing the simulation results with the results
of the measurements, we can draw conclusions about the
efficiency of the system, its structural design, its material
properties, and further research and development goals which can
be the basis for writing articles, conference presentations and
development projects. 
Nomenclature
Ak surface of the module m2
Cb thermal conductivity W/mK
cp specific heat J/kgK
Do outer diameters of the pipe mm
Di inner diameters of the pipe mm
F collector tubing efficiency -
F` factor varies with the material -
FR heat abstraction factor -
hwm heat transfer coefficient of the liquid W/m2K
I intensity of the incident radiation W
ṁ mass flow kg/s
K kinetic energy J
P potential energy J
Qh available thermal performance W
TC outlet temperature of the liquid °C
TW ambient temperature of the solar collector °C
tin input temperature °C
t pv cell temperature °C
tref reference temperature °C
tout output temperature °C
tW ambient temperature °C
U* internal energy J
UL total heat loss rate W/K
W distance between the rows of the coil of pipes m
Greek letters
α absorption characteristics of glazing -
βpv temperature coefficient of the module %/°C
η0 total efficiency -
ηv photovoltaic efficiency -
ηt thermal efficiency -
τ transmittance characteristics of glazing -
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